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C PREFACE j
This report contains the results of the survey of the HHC market

and the MOS survey report conducted at the Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, Maryland.

The work was performed by Larry D. Francis and Girard W. Levy of

Battelle Memorial Institute Columbus Laboratories. The work was per-

formed under a Scientific Services Agreement administered through

Battelle Columbus Laboritories, Durham Operations, Research Triangle

Park, North Carolina, for the US Army Training and Doctrine Command

(TRADOC). Marianne Weirich, US Army Training Developments Institute,

Fort Monroe, Virginia, was the Contracting Officer's Technical Repre-

sentative.

The sponsor of the work was the Ordnance School, USAOC&S,

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. Mr. Jim Dees served as Ordnance

School point of contact.

The outcome of Phase I of this project is presented in two reports.

The first report describes the available HHC and their training appli-

cation. The second report details possible course application and

makes recommendations concerning specific HHC for each application.

The follow-on test evaluation will be based on the findings of these

two reports.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Hand-held calculators, a product of technology only about a decade
old, have now become standard fixtures in many classroom and field situations.
This is especially true in certain disciplines such as engineering, navigation,
etc., where extensive calculations need to be performed with a mobile unit.
More recently at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma, it was found that a large fraction of the
calculations performed by the FADAC Fire Control unit could be programmed into
a Texas Instruments TI-59 programmable calculator.

During 1981 several manufacturers marketed or announced they would
market hand-held computers. These devices have as much or more power than
some existing microcomputers, yet retain the size and portability advantages
of the hand-held calculators. This study was undertaken to examine the poten-
tial of these new, more powerful devices.

Purpose

The purpose of Task I of this study was to survey available hand-
held computers (HHCs) and compare their capability to serve as a generic
delivery system for training purposes. Task II of the study will survey
selected Army courses taught at the U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School

I(USAOC&S), and suggest specific areas which could be more effectively taught
using HHCs. This HHC study is focused on the "mainframe" of the HHC rather
than on the peripherals. The guideline for the study was that the machines of
greatest interest were those that would function without additional components,
peripherals, wires, and connections when the actual training use was taking
place, although additional components and connections for transferring programs
and data were expected.

Device Definitions

The distinction between a calculator, a hand-held computer, and a
microcomputer is not clear. Theoretically, to be a computer by the von Neuman
definition, the device's memory must be capable of being divided dynamically
into either program or data storage. That is, the device cannot have a fixed
partition which limits the number of variables to a certain number and reserves
the rest of the memory for programming. This fixed partitioning is evidenced
by machines at the "calculator" end of the spectrum; they frequently specify
the number of "program steps" permitted. Some devices also have a fixed area
for variables, but "excess" variables needed may spill over to the program
storage area; according to the von Neuman definition, these just qualify as a
computer.

Other views of the calculator vs. computer distinction argue that
calculators do all calculations in floating point arithmetic, handle no



alphanumeric string processing, and have no alphabetic display capabilities.
All of these definitions tend to clarify the typical characteristics of these
machines, but this study nevertheless made some examination of even those
machines that fall into the "powerful calculator" classifications by most
definitions.

Distinguishing an HHC from a microcomputer on the basis of comput-
ing power is difficult because the Apple and PET computers use the same micro-
processor that the Quasar/Panasonic HHC uses. A fundamental difference, how-
ever, is the display requirements and capabilities. Microcomputers require ac
line current to power their relatively large cathode ray tube (CRT) displays.
HHCs have small displays and use only battery power.

Scope

This study examined the uses of the Hand Held Computer (HHC) as a
job aid in an enlisted MOS and officer speciality resident training environ-
ment. Potential unit training was a consideration that was also addressed.
Because resident training was the main thrust of this study, those applications
which were non-training related were de-emphasized. Care was taken to avoid
developing a reliance on the HHC that would handicap the student when he was
in the unit at his job site.
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DISCUSSION

Conduct-of the Study

The statement of work for this task included a list of questions to
be asked about each HHC. After doing some preliminary reading and trying out
several HHCs, Battelle expanded the list of questions; the final list of HHC
features is found in Appendix A.

To fill in the "features" table, Battelle performed a literature
search to identify manufacturers and machines, and obtain partial and prelimin-
ary data. To obtain specific information, Battelle contacted the information
sources noted in Appendix C in person, by telephone, by mail and via electronic
mail. Sample issues of newsletters were obtained, discussions on electronic
networks (PLATO) were initiated, and HHCs were borrowed and programmed. A
number of Battelle experts were also consulted.

Devices Noted

This investigation found quite a number of devices which were candi-
dates for initial study. Upon examination many were found not to warrant
further study because they fell outside the guidelines and definitions pre-
sented above or because they had inadequate resources to be useful. A summary

im of all devices noted and their reason for rejection from further investigation
-" (in some cases) is presented below.

Panasonic RL-H 1000 & 1400/Quasar. These two machines are identical,
.. but are being marketed differently by the two organizations. This HHC is the

"cream-of-the-crop" from nearly every point of view. It is accompanied by
* a relatively vast assortment of peripherals, but little software at this time.

The superiority of this HHC is based on a fast microprocessor connected to
large amounts of RAM and ROM storage (see Appendix D). The modular construc-
tion makes a wide number of applications possible; this broad market should
insure a relatively long life for the hardware and a large user group from
whom software might be acquired. Panasonic plans to market only to large
buyers who will need custom-designed software; Quasar will concentrate on the
retail and will encourage and probably help market software written by many
independent vendors.

Sharp PC 1211/Radio Shack TRS-BOPC. These are dually-marketed,
essentially identical machines with parallels to the Panasonic/Quasar pair.
Sharp is selling only hardware; Radio Shack is retailing with relatively
heavy software support. This device is much more limited in capacity, speed,
and peripherals compared to the Panasonic/Quasar HHC (see Appendix E). It is
not expandable, but as a calculator, it has more built-in features (trig func-
tions, calculator memory locations, etc.) than the Panasonic/Quasar. Sharp
is designing a successor to this model; no improvements or additional peri-
pherals will be developed for the current model. Of all the devices examined,
this was the most compact.

3



Hewlett-Packard HP-41C(V). For a device that looks like a calcula-
tor, this machine includes a comparatively large memory and numerous peri-
pherals. Having been on the market for a while, there is a selection of
Droarammed apDlication ROMs, a user's library, and a newsletter. Though
marketed as a calculator, internally this device resembles a computer more
than does the Sharp/Radio Shack machine. The 41-CV is a 41C with more memory
(see Appendix F).

Texas Instruments TI-59. The TI-59 is somewhat like the HP-41C in
terms of age and abundance of supporting software and use experience, but
lacks alpha capabilities.

Pinetree 2002. The Pinetree device is designed more as an intelli-
gent hand-held data terminal than as a calculator or a computer. In contrast
to all the devices noted above which have a few optional peripherals built
around them, the Pinetree is designed to be used in connection with a central
data receiver. Although the hand-held unit might function similarly to the
other devices discussed, no other machine is integrated so thoroughly with a
centralized receiver/transmitter.

Casio FX-702P. This device has the appearance of a Panasonic/Quasar
and the most comprehensive BASIC language of any HHC, but is generally program-
med with function keys rather than alpha commands. It resembles a program-
mable calculator that handles alphanumerics (see Appendix G).

Transterm 1. Though this device has a much larger display than
usual (64 5x7 characters), there is no available storage in the 128 byte ROM
which could be used for training. The firm said they have plans for expanding
the memory to 5-6K in the future; for now the device is only a data terminal.
It was not investigated further.

Sinclair ZX81. This new microcomputer is the least expensive ($150)
microcomputer available. It requires ac power for the TV monitor; a battery-
powered TV could be used, but would hardly make the device pocket sized. In
the future, a tiny flat TV screen to be marketed by Sinclair (discussed later)
could make a convenient hand-held device, but no spokesperson at Sinclair
would give details about forthcoming products. Accordingly, this device was
not investigated further.

Newbury New Brain MDB. This is a large device with a full-sized
keyboard. It has many capabilities, but is well over pocket-sized (see
Appendix H) and has a short battery life.

Nixdorf. Popular press reports that Nixdorf is producing hand-held
computers are apprently based on conjecture that because Nixdorf produced a
hand-held language translator with Friends Amis (who are producing software for
Panasonic/Quasar), they would also follow with a computer. No further investi-
gation was made.
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Table of Features

Appendix A presents the important features of the various calculators
and HHCs which were investigated further. In several cases, Battelle did not
feel confident that the answers supplied were accurate; in other cases,
vendors promised to search for the answers to questions, but those answers
have not yet been received. In both cases, a blank spot has been left pending
further information. The most regularly missing data are those related to
ruggedness and environmental requirements. Those measurements have not, in
general, been made, and when made, are considered proprietary.

The following subsections discuss aspects of the six more-thoroughly
investigated devices which are not adequately portrayed by the table data.
The data reported in the table are focused more strongly on features of
interest to the user and less strongly on features helpful to a programmer.

Panasonic/Quasar Overview

Even if this HHC uid not have such a powerful processor or if it
required ac power to operate, the Panasonic/Quasar would be worth mentioning
as a valuable new microcomputer. This rather significant assertion is based
upon the excellent man-machine interface desiqn and the well-prompted software
in this HHC For example, when first turned on, a menu of available options is
presented, one item at a time labeled with the key to access the option. If
application or language ROMs have been attached anywhere in the system, they
automatically appear in the menu. Selection of an option gives further simi-
lar sub-menus until the program or function desired has been reached. Hitting
the CLEAR key moves one up the menu one level. When Battelle staff showed
this device to people unfamiliar with this HHC, they could immediately figure
out how to use the menu features with no instructions. The speed with which
menu items are changed is controllable by the user at 10 speeds. A HELP key
explains the purpose of an) key.

Because of the large array of peripherals, Panasonic/Quasar provides
three sizes of "trays" which make the HHC package rigid. The largest tray
holds six peripherals and is 12"x7". This is really larger than "handheld"
or "pocket sized", but many of the peripherals important for this study would
add only 4" to the length of the HHC mainframe. These peripherals include
extra RAM, the printer, or the RS-232C port. Any of these devices can be
attached easily and tightly to the HHC mainframe and be supported by a plastic
"tray". If the 44-pin connector is not properly seated, the HHC beeps. All
connects and disconnects can be made with the power on.

Another example of the excellent engineering is the battery system.
When batteries run low, a message appears. The device can continue to be used,
but each keystroke causes a protesting beep (though the keys are processed).
If use is continued, the machine will finally shut itself down to retain its
memory. If the NiCd batteries have worn out and need to be replaced, capaci-
tors maintain voltage levels for a time while the change is made. The RAM
peripherals have batteries to keep their memory from becoming volatile: the
batteries are not used for power, but only to maintain a voltage. Thus,

I



instead of putting a low battery indicator on the external RAM, a label is
used to indicate when the shelf life of the battery will expire. The capaci-
tors protecting this memory are sufficient that Dennis Reer of Panasonic could
connect and disconnect the RAM without losing the memory contents even though
the RAM lacked the usual batteries. This is not a recommended proce-d-ur-e- ow-
everTTt--does demonstrate how forgiving the system is. No other device had
such a carefully designed power/battery protection system.

Many of the most powerful features of this HHC are available only
using the SNAP language (a compact, threaded language). This is normally
written on an Apple computer and downloaded. Within the constraints of this
study, a detailed examination of SNAP's capabilities was not possible;
however, the following items were determined. Using SNAP a programmer can
selectively turn on/off any of the 159x8 LCD matrix points effectively creat-
ing crude graphics, iconic representations, or special alphabets. This was
the only HHC that could do this on its display. In this mode the LCD can be
split-screened and can have animation. Dennis Reer reported that a demon-
stration of these features had been given at the press release meeting, but
the demonstration was not available for the Battelle visit.

One important peripheral change from the January 1981 Byte Magazine
announcement of this product is the replacement of the cassette tape recorder

* with a tiny 5.25" floppy disk (not yet available). This change was made to
improve speed and reliability.

Software expertise from Friends Amis, Inc., has provided some clever
text storage compression advantages, claimed to be a savings of nearly 50%.
Many features such as the modified Huffman coding, the Mapping Algorithm, and
alphabetized list techniques (all described in the January 1981 Byte article)

- could save considerably in the preparation of certain drill-and-practice or
information retrieval tasks; however, proprietary programming licenses from
Friends Amis would be needed.

Based on addressing limitations, the maximum RAM or ROM possible is
4 Megabytes. More practically, however, the current I/O bus expander has only

* six ports. Each RAM peripheral will add 8K (16K in 1982) and each ROM peri-
pheral will add up to 64K (four interchangeable modules of 16K).

Because this device has a RS-232C serial interface, it can easily be
connected to non-HHC peripherals or other computers. Data rates vary from 50-
9600 baud in 11 steps. For remote use an acoustic coupler at 110 or 300 baud
is available.

Despite the fact that the keyboard is as good or better than other
HHCs which were studied, few programmers would want to enter large amounts of
programming or data via the keyboard. It is more appropriate to develop and
debug programming on a large computer, then download it to this HHC for deli-
very. Additional flexibility may be forthcoming: a Wall Street Journal arti-
cle reported ROMs for COBOL, PASCAL, and FORTRAN were being planned. With
minor difficulty one can touch type, but for most training uses, this does not
seem important. The only keyboard feature the Battelle study found proble-
matic was that deletion of lines of code was too easy: the "delete" function
should reqdire two keys. Again, this is not a problem for students.

6



The BASIC language available (8K) has fairly powerful string manipu-
lation capabilities, but many commonly found features (for example, trigno-
metric functions) must be supplied by the user, if needed.

If one were teaching topics that required strictly numerical inputs
and calculations, the BASIC available on other machines would be more desirable.

". The BASIC provided seems appropriate, however, given the other alpha capabili-
ties.

Summary. Overall the Quasar/Panasonic HHC is the top of the line
among the HHCs investigated. Its price is higher, but the performance, peri-
pherals available, thoughtful design, and flexibility give this device the

* widest range of potential uses of any of the HHCs. One can imagine that
student data could be stored in an internal RAM, the HHC could periodically be
connected to an external RAM to have its student data dumped. The instructor
could use his HHC to sort and print the data from the external RAM and then
use a modem to send it to a large central computer. Alternatively, if desired,
a student external RAM could collect large amounts of data and the RAMs could
be collected from time to time so that their contents could be transmitted
elsewhere. In either case a central computer could download software based
on the student performance: new topics, remediation, or enrichment material.

Radio Shack/Sharp Overview

The Radio Shack/Sharp HHC is unique in that it utilizes two micro-
processors. Also in contrast to most of the other HHCs, it is not expandable
via application modules or memory extendors. All preprogrammed material must
be entered via the cassette.

For a HHC with a full QWERTY keyboard, this device is very light-
weight and thin. Its display consists of character areas, not a continuous
matrix; graphics and special characters cannot be made. Like the Panasonic/
Quasar, this HHC will store a BASIC programming statement that is 80 charac-
ters long, even though the number of characters that can be viewed in the dis-
play is only about one-third that many. The version of BASIC is fairly
complete for arithmetic calculations, but it has no powerful string parsing
commands. The size of BASIC program that can be stored is confusing: the

* figures of 30-40 lines and 250 lines of BASIC have been printed and quoted for
both the Sharp and Radio Shack version. In either case the device suffers
from low RAM storage capacity and lack of interchangeable ROM capability.
When the low battery indicator appears, all programming and data need to be
moved to the cassette because the batteries are not rechargeable, no ac adaptor
is available, and no capacitors protect memory during battery changing.

A tray holds the printer and HHC firmly together so that they could
be used as a single hand-held unit (total size 1-1/2" x 11-1/8" x 3-3/4").
Radio Shack is selling and developing software for this device. Very few of
the announced titles appear useful to the Army.

Summar This is a low cost, low performance device. If one didn't
need an alph keyboard and BASIC, the TI-59 or HP-41C would probably be pre-
ferred for speed, storage capacity, and interchangeable ROMs. If these

7



trade-offs cannot be made, the Radio Shack/Sharp is the cheapest HHC available.
Sharp representatives indicated they didn't expect to add accessories to their
device, but rather are working on a new, more powerful HHC.

Pinetree

This HHC is unlike any of the other devices investigated for this
study. It is sold as standard product, but is customized; it is assembled by
a small U.S. organization, not a multi-national; and, most importantly, it is
designed to be regularly connected to a central receiver/transmitter (as a
data terminal might be) rather than being essentially a free-standing unit.
It closely resembles a data terminal, and was probably designed as one, but it
may have potential for Army training applications.

Though its keys are few (16), two keystrokes per letter provide
alpha input, and three sockets for 8K RAM or ROM potentially provide room for
some training programs. An unusual feature (for an HHC) is the built-in
telephone modem that also lets two 2002s communicate with each other. When
normal speed transmission (300 baud) causes errors, the unit automatically
slips to 100 baud. The receiver can communicate with four 2002s simultaneously.
It has built-in intelligence, but is designed to be connected to a computer
(at up to 9600 baud).

Summary. This device clearly has some strong limitations and cannot
have broad applications, but its unusual architecture suggests that there may
be applications where its communications capabilities can be used to advant-
age. However terminals with less cumbersome input should be found if this
type of device is found useful.

HP-41C(V)

This HHC looks like a calculator on the outside, and like a computer
on the inside. For example, it has a full alphabet, but not in QWERTY layout.

*: It is programmed in Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) logic, not a language. It
*. has keys for many functions, but these functions can also be spelled. Inside

it can do moderate string manipulation and can even print user-designated
characters on its printer. The peripherals available include a printer,
magnetic card reader/writer, and a wand for readinq bar codes. Four ports let
the user connect ROM, RAM, or peripherals. Since earlier calculator's magnetic
cards are compatible, a large library of routines and a considerable user group
is available. Unfortunately, the magnetic cards are comparatively fragile for
field use; the bar code reader provides a reasonable input device, however.

Summary. The reported speed and storage capacity of this device make
it a strong competitor against the Sharp/Radio Shack. Input (other than the
HP ROMs) is slow for either machine, but the two big "advantages" of the Sharp/
Radio Shack (the BASIC language and a QWERTY keyboard) are not of particular
advantage for the Army training need.

8



TI-59

The TI-59 might not have been included had not the Fort Sill experi-
ence with hand-held devices used it. The TI-59 is much more clearly at the
calculator end of the spectrum. It has limited alpha capability, no program-
ming language, and a single and small display. As a programmable calculator
it is fast, efficient, and (with overlays) simple to use.

Summary. For a task that requires no prompting, short usage periods
(3-hour battery life), and high numerical accuracy, the TI is very appropriate.

Casio FX-702P

Casio makes two HHCs which might be considered for inclusion in this
study: the FX-602P and FX-702P. Despite the similarity in designations, the
devices are quite different. The 702 is formatted horizontally like the Pana-
sonic or Sharp, and the 602 is formatted vertically like the HP or TI. The
702 seems like the device with the most potential for Army training. Unfor-
tunately Casio maintains only sales and repair staff in the U.S. and available
information is limited.

The important features of the 702, as gleaned from the September 16,
1981 EDN magazine are: a 65-key ABCDE format keyboard, the greatest math
power of any of the HHCs listed, an extra-powerful and compact BASIC, inter-
changeable ROMs, single-use Li batteries, and a $200 list price.

Summary. Its limited peripherals and non-expandable memory are its
chief limitations compared to the HP-41C. On the surface this device seems
to compete most directly with the HP-41C.

HHC-Related Devices

Because HHCs are still relatively new, there are many devices that
might be expected to be used as peripherals for them in the near future. This
section looks at new technologies which would expand the use of the present
HHC for Army training purposes.

Sinclair Microvision Flat TV. The lack of graphics is a considerable
constraint on myriad teaching applications. Printer graphics are sometimes
helpful, but cannot be animated. Even though a battery-powered TV could be
connected to the Panasonic/Quasar (or could make the Sinclair ZX81 a more
viable portable computer), few if any hand-held TVs have the proper size and
configuration to make a device one could call hand-held. However, Appendix I
shows an inexpensive flatscreen TV which is a possible entrant for this role.

Data Terminals. Though not investigated in this study, there may be
uses for low-cost, handheld data terminals in Army training. These devices
simply hold the user input until "dumped" at some central site. Often used
industrially for inventory control, these could potentially be used for
student management tasks of some kind.

9



Smart Cards. Smart cards are microprocessors and storage which are
embedded in a credit card-sized piece of plastic. They can store and process
data when inserted into a reader. The familiarity and durability of this type
of packaging suggests it as an alternative to plug-in modules of RAM for the
purposes of transferring data.

Voice Output. Voice synthesis would allow soldiers working at night
and without light to use HHCs, it would free the user from watching the dis-
play while performing some action or making an observation, and would compen-
sate to some extent for the small display space available on HHCs. The high
density storage techniques developed by Friends Amis could be adapted to feed
a phoneme generator like the Votrax. Panasonic spokesman Reer noted that
Panasonic was marketing talking calculators and microwave ovens; though no HHC
synthesizer was currently being readied for marketing, any customer needing a
synthesizer could expect quick development on such a device.

Potential Applications

Appendix B presents a discussion of potential applications for HHCs.
It is very preliminary and the examples will be expanded as part of Task II of
this study. The examples were devised by examining the capabilities of exist-
ing HHCs and imagining how they could be used for training. An array of needs
was examined: both "types of computer tasks":

9 direct instruction (CAI)

* training management (CMI)

* job aid or tool uses

and "types and sites of training":

* MOS

- classroom

- field

e basic

* officer

e exported

* self-training.

After discarding uses where another medium was more cost-effective (for example,
flash cards) and cases where HHC held no advantage (for example, when port-
ability adds nothing), Battelle estimated the computer resources needed. The
survivors of that selection process are found in Appendix B.

Findings

The overall conclusion is that there are HHCs available that have
the capabilities to perform important training tasks. All of the commercially
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available HHCs have extra features (e.g., perpetual calendar, programing keys,
etc.) that may not be needed for training applications. Although additional

] TT memory and peripherals would enhance any existing HHC, several of the current

devices could handle a reasonable subset of the training applications identi-
fied. As stated previously, the Panasonic/Quasar is clearly the most versa-
tile, powerful HHC.

Until the training applications are more fully defined and compared
* with the capabilities of the various available devices, firm conclusions about

the most appropriate and cost-effective HHC cannot be made. However, for the
conduct of a test and evaluation to determine the feasibility of using HHCs
for training, it is not advisable to buy the minimum capacity or lowest cost
device, since only a limited number of devices will be procured. It may turn
out that additional features are required for some unforeseen reason. There-
fore, it is recomended that a single type of HHC with maximum capability (or
two qualitatively different HHCs with high capabilities) be selected for use
in feasibility studies.

General Issues

Three important issues surfaced as the data collection process was
taking place. First, few manufacturers have considered field conditions other
than an office in designing and testing their HHC. Environmental and rugged-
ness data, when known, are typically proprietary. This area of the study was
consistently lacking in data and will require Army field testing and evalua-
tion of various resident training and unit applications for this type of data
to be collected.

Second, the data gathered are imperfect for measuring, except in a
crude way, the differences between storage capacity, speed of execution, and
ease of use. For example, some HHCs used elaborate encoding to save space
or increase speed. (For example, the Panasonic/Quasar uses the same processor
as an APPLE, but is reportedly faster.) Furthermore, the calculator-like
devices counted storage in terms of steps and registers, not bytes. Finding
an equivalence between these measures is not a mathematical calculation. The
only true measure of storage, speed, and ease of use (as a programmer or a
student) would be to write several programs of several types and benchmark the
devices of interest against these tasks.

The third issue concerns storage in RAM versus ROM. Some HHCs use
only RAM for application programs. RAM is often physically larger and more
expensive than ROM; in other ways RAM can do anything ROM can do. Because
RAM can be erased and written by the user (or his program), it is more flexible.
This means, however, that (in contrast to ROM) it can be accidentally or
deliberately erased. RAM is particularly important to have in large quantities
for uses which involve large quantities of data or user-written programs.
However, the only obvious cases where substantial amounts of RAM are needed
for training purposes are those involving computer managed instruction (CMI)
or "tailored" programs which would be selected for individual students,
specially defined and assembled by a central computer, and hooked into
student's HHCs. For disseminating more typical programs, it would be easier,
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possibly cheaper, and more reliable (with respect to erasure) to store applica-
tion programs in ROM and distribute the "standard" ROM or a HHC with the appro-
priate ROM already in place.

General Problems

During the conduct of this study, Battelle was reminded of several
problems that can be expected to occur in the programming and use of HHCs.

Pilferg. The value-to-volume ratio of HHCs makes them an ideal
target. In addition to the normal control mechanisms used to avoid theft
problems, it is desirable to build into the system as'many safeguards and
obstacles as possible. Dennis Reer of Panasonic had the most innovative sug-
gestions -- some of which apply to other devices as well. He suggested that
the value of the device would be much lower if user-supplied ROMs were not
easily inserted. Therefore, he said Panasonic could manufacture an HHC with a
solid back. The street value for a device that had to be dissembled to change
application packages would be low. The master on/off switch could also be

*i eliminated to avoid accidental or deliberate data loss. Minor customizing of
the internal ROM software would be needed to require a password before delet-
ing RAM files.

Securit Panasonic offered to help Battelle make contacts with the
creator of severa encrypting algorithms (non-trap-door) which would be easily

*implemented on their HHC. Such a security mechanism would be valuable if
classified information were included in a training program.

* Guard Di its. All computers suffer from round-off errors. As a
result, an answer which should be "2" may appear as 1.99999999 or 2.00000001,

* for example. Occasionally the lack of accuracy may be a real shortcoming
technically; more often high accuracy is not needed, but the unexpected
answers can cause confusion. To avoid this problem some manufacturers use
"guard digits", i.e., additional digits which are used to calculate the answer,
but are not displayed. For example, the answer may be calculated to the near-
est billionth, but displayed only to the nearest millionth. Although the
round-off errors still occur, when the answer is displayed with fewer signifi-
cant digits, no round-off error can be discerned.

Subtle Programming. In some cases, programming and optimizing the
execution of software on an HHC is not as simple and straightforward as is
programming a larger computer. Many versions of BASIC have unusual definitions:
the integer portion of -2.54 is often calculated as "-3". Also, many user
groups find unreported features. One user found 83 plotable characters on the
HP-41C instead of the 59 advertised. Another found a way to make the TI-59 run
twice as fast. Contact with user groups can often point up these curious, but
helpful, bits of data.

Pocketing HHCs. The pocket sizes on the new fatigue uniforms are as
follows: trouser thigh pockets (2) - 9" long x 9" wide x 3" deep (expandable
on only one side); jacket chest pockets (2) - 6" long x 5" wide x 2" deep (ex-
pandable on only one side); jacket bottom pockets (2) - 6" long x 6-1/2" wide x
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2-1/2" deep. Several manufacturers of HHCs have recommended they not be
carried in back pockets to avoid stress on the cases. Our observation is
that the HHC should not be carried in the thigh pocket as the computer is too
susceptible to damage in that location. Most HHCs studied would extend over
the top of the jacket pockets, but could be carried there, if desired.

Handling HHCs. As previously noted, most manufacturers have not
considered environmental conditions other than an office environment in design-

L" ing their HHCs. Use of an HHC by students in a field, classroom, barracks or
shop setting, where the device can be dropped or have liquids spilled on it,
etc., will shorten the life of the typical HHC. The ruggedness and reliability
of the various HHCs may limit the environments in whicb they can be effectively
used.
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POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

This section identifies and defines 8 generic applications of compu-
ter devices to training. These applications are generic in the sense that
they do not consider the content of the application, but rather, its form.
These possible applications may not be useful in every training situation, and
have to be examined in light of specific training needs and computer capabili-
ties.

In general, the HHC's small size and self-contained power source
make it useful in a field situation, for on-site unit training, or wherever
micros are not available or easily assessable. The HHC can also be used as a
personal training aid in the school environment (classroom, laboratory or
learning center). Special programs, lessons, games, etc., can be loaded on
the HHC and student data can be off-loaded periodically. Further, the HHC
can be used for exported continuing education.

1. Job Performance Aids

In this application, the HHC is used as a dynamic information stor-
age and retrieval device, or as a special-purpose calculator. Job performance
aids can be used for review prior to practical exercises, and can provide OJT
through their use on the job. The focus of this study is on application of
HHC's to training rather than their use as a job performance aid.

0

Examples of this application are:

1. Storage of parts lists and identification numbers

2. Storage of diagnostic check lists

3. Use as a special-purpose calculator for training
engineers, field artillery officers, supply
officers, chemical technicians, etc., in the use
of less powerful calculators and tables.

2. Tutorials

In this application the HHC presents instructional information (text
or graphics), followed by questions. Student answers are given immediate
feedback; then more information is presented. The instruc.ional information
can be original or remedial material. The sequence of presentation can be
linear or branching. The HHC can also store reference information and provide
it upon request.

Programmed instruction (as commonly provided by a microcomputer or
central computer) best illustrates this application.
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3. Drill and Practice

The purpose of drill is to consolidate learning that has already
occurred. In this application the HHC generates or selects problems, and
presents them to the student. Student answers are given immediate feedback;
then additional problems are presented. Problems can be generated randomly
or selected from lists. Feedback can be diagnostic or non-diagnostic.
Problem difficulty can be adaptive or non-adaptive.

Examples of this application are:

1. Drill on technical terms or symbols

2. A timed drill on arithmetic facts or foreign
languages

3. Drill on hardware identification

4. Drill in cross-referencing technical manuals

5. Adaptive speed semaphore or Morse code signal
practice.

4. Problem Solving

In this application the student enters a problem (e.g., assigned

practice problems), and works toward its solution on the HHC. As the student
works the problem, the computer checks the equations used, the procedural
steps, and the final solution. Guidance and feedback can be provided by the
computer throughout the process. This application can be used with mathe-
matical, scientific/engineering, or procedural problems.

5. Inquiry

In this application, the student poses questions to solve a problem
(hence its name "inquiry"). The computer answers the question or provides the
requested information. The student interprets the information, then asks addi-
tional questions. The student must ask the right questions to get the infor-
mation to solve the problem. The student's score is the number of questions
asked before solving the problem. Different costs may be associated with
different questions, analogous to the real-world costs of acquiring the infor-
mation. This application emphasizes decision-making, as the student must
pose effective questions, interpret the information presented, generate
hypotheses or possible solutions, and test these solutions.

Examples of this application are:

1. Twenty-questions or varieties thereof

2. Standardized problem exercises to teach principles

3. Non-proceduralized diagnostic problems.
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6. Games

Games possess an intrinsic motivation or challenge that in some
cases may become addictive. Learning games provide motivation for new learn-
ing or practice. Computerized learning games can be played against a personal
standard (the student's previous best score), a chance factor, the computer,
or another person (inter-terminal game). Games are scored as won or lost, or
the computer can provide a score indicating how well the student did. Compu-
ter games can be timed, and can be adaptive or non-adaptive in difficulty.
Often, games require some randomization to change the starting conditions or
sequence.

In this application the HHC stores the rules or equations which con-
stitute the game. The computer may select moves or change the sequence at
random. The computer scores the outcome and retains the previous best score.
If scores from other students are loaded, the computer can further motivate the
student by showing the best scores of other students or the student's percen-
tile rank. The computer may adapt the level of difficulty to the skill level
of the student.

Examples of this application are:

1. A troubleshooting game to teach diagnostic
strategies

2. A game to teach recruiters the recruiting process

3. A game to teach principles of base security and
defense

4. A game to teach Army organization and logistics.

7. Simulations

Simulations resemble learning games, but are more realistic.
Computerized learning simulations involve mathematical models or physical
representations of real systems. Computer simulations can be run in real
time or in simulated time (slow or fast). Simulations often provide realistic
inputs and/or require realistic responses from the student. Like games,
simulations can be scored qualitatively (successful or unsuccessful) or
quantitatively. Learning simulations can be used for initial skill acquisi-
tion or for practice.

Examples of this application are:

1. An abstract model of a real piece of equipment
is used to teach troubleshooting

2. A realistic model of the post is used to practice
security procedures

3. A war game simulation is used to teach the applica-
tion of a new weapon system
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4. A model of battalion maintenance is used to teach
maintenance management

5. Part-task training of psychomotor tracking skills.

8. Training Management

* In this application, the HHC is used to generate, maintain and up-
date student data. This application would probably be used in conjunction
with other instructional uses. The HHC can provide students with tests (pre-
testing, criterion testing, and diagnostic self-testing) and records of their
achievement scores. Student data can also be periodically off-loaded to
centralized files. Finally, the HHC can provide assistance to students or
instructors by alerting them to student learning problems, diagnosing the
nature of the problem, and suggesting lessons or resources to be used. Thus,
the HHC can provide a variety of computer managed instruction (CMI) functions.
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MAGAZINE ARTICLES

"Market for Pocket Computers Is Expected To Take Off Soon" by Richard A.
Shaffer, Wall Street Journal, November 6, 1981, p. 21.

"Personal Scientific Calculators" by Jim McDermott, EDN, September 16, 1981,
- .p. 71ff.

"Programmable Calculator Features Accessory Parts", Popular Science, February,
1980, p. 125.

"Pocket-Size Computers", Popular Mechanics, October, 1980, p. 119.

"Handheld Computers" by V. Elaine Smay, Popular Science, November, 1980, p. 102.

"A Revolution In Your Hand", The Futurist, December, 1980, p. 59ff.

"Report From Chicago CES", Interface Are, September, 1981, p. 6ff.

"Requiem For The Programmable Calculator" by Paul Snigier, Digital

Design, September, 1981, p. 4.

"The HP-41C: A Literate Calculator?", Byte, January, 1981, p. 124ff.

NEWSLETTERS AND REGULAR COLUMNS

"Compunotes" from XCEL, 13763 Polk Street, Sylvia, California 91342,
(213) 367-4366.

"Micronotes" file on PLATO computer assisted instruction systems.

Pocket Computer Newsletter, P. 0. Box 232, Seymour, Connecticut 06483,
(203) 888-1946.

"Power In Your Pocket" by Bob McElwain, Interface Age.

PPC Calculator Journal, 2545 Camden Place, Santa Ana, California 92704,
(714) 754-6226.

TRS-80 Microcomputer News.

"The Micro Mathematician", Dr. John C. Nash, Interface Age.

HP Key Notes.

TI PPC Notes, Box 710, Lanham, Maryland 20706, (301) 459-5458.
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MANUFACTURERS

Mr. Hal Ohashi, Chief Engineer of Systems, Sharp Electronics, 10 Sharp Place,
Paramus, New Jersey 07652, (201) 265-5600 ext. 4192.

Mr. Dick Brayden, General Manager, Systems Division

Mr. Dick Grogan, Manager for Planning

*Mr. Dennis Reer, Panasonic Electronics, One Panasonic Way, Syracuse, New Jersey

07094, (201) 348-7792/7818.

Sinclair Research Limited, 6 Kings Parade, Cambridge CB2 15N, England.

Hewlett-Packard, 1000 N.E. Circle Boulevard, Corvallis, Oregon 93770

(503) 757-2000.

Ranell Durgan, Friends Amis, San Francisco, California, (415) 928-2800.

Mr. George Brandt, Quasar Electronics, 9401 W. Grand Avenue, Franklin Park,

Illinois 60131, (312) 451-1200.

Mr. Rufus Coomer, President, Pinetree Computer Systems, 734 Greenview Drive,

Grand Prairie, Texas 75051, (214) 641-7500.

Commodore International, Santa Clara, California, (408) 727-1130
Pennsylvania, (215) 666-7950.

0
Newbury Laboratories Ltd., 68 Regent Street, Cambridge CB21DP, England

*. 44 (223) 64862.

Tandy Corporation (Radio Shack), 1800 One Tandy Center, Ft. IWorth, Texas

76102 (Local stores were more helpful).

Computerwise (Transterml) , 4006 E. 137th Terrace, Grandview, Missouri 64030,

*• (816) 765-3330.

* Casio, Inc., 15 Gardner Road, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006, (201) 575-7400.

Mr. Sal Morabito, (914) 928-7267.

Andrew Surtees, Marketing Director, Grundy Business Systems, Ltd., (Newbury

New Brain), Cambridge Sciences Park, Milton Road, Cambridge DB4 4BH, England

44 (223) 350355.
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H H C1 Peripherals and Accessories
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Dimensions: 1611.; - '-7 2

(W '0MX) (425 5 -51 -x3lrrn)
VYIight: 2bt 6 8oz ( 1 lkgt

AC Adaptor " maO: mosmu9 Attache Case ma" No: RtL9s

PMruyside. AC I2n ato 22C *00% Ttm W tate niy e Ca n u wath01 0s C Geecre trions canBlent ~ &"ho Vefqe ONre 01e fol leowing Primary Unit, ICD Aal.4or,2lresebwa Sde As no ted DC WV 25% ,eptee 2iu hi'd wlresAo~r Ml~3fUse
t&TOgags upe. &U*WIC owe of inrwerSm aI PerViarIs ftS232C Semi Intertece. Pr~erfre Memory

I IA attd Na6 RAW) Micro Printer. etc) AC Alor. Aitterife Seleto Sosi-ooom T2F14F(-'M V Colas. oiens MNwrAt wg alters

Nato M2 IN (7.w uidiNip)
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[HH C1 Examples of mainus
1. A "business tool" to be used for data entry

Gas. Electric corrianses. Stock/
brokerages' Berks. Bewrage stores, --
Bakceries. etc

2. A valuable aid for sales mepresen tives In the field

Life insurance. Casualty insurance,
Ptlarriaceutlical comrpanies.
StoClibrcierages. etc-

3A data Input/output terminal for use with the telephone, or with
an exclusive communication line

Real estate agenicies. Aultoriloble
sales agenicies, Credt coMpanies,
Coretruction corripenies. etc

4, Scientific, financial or other
special calculation

Construction corrpanies. Real etate

reerc' er. actfiricians. etc.

PM&* o OwiS Orn Us134 M gaU~
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l n ason w
ONE AASONIC WAY *SECAUCUS. NEW JERSEY 64

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PANASONIC HHC SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES

CPU

RL-HIO00 2K Main Unit $500.00

RL-Hl400 4K Main Unit $600.00

RD-9498 AC Adaptor/Recharger $ 58.00

PERIPHERALS

RL-P2001 Video/RF Adaptor $349.00

RL-P3001 RS-232c Serial Interface $254.00

RL-P4001 Programmable Accoustic Modem $286.00

RL-P6001 I/O Adaptor for Multi-Peripherals $158.00

RL-P9001 4K RAM Block $221.00

RL-P9002 8K RAM Block $330.00

ACCESSORIES

RL-P6006 I/O Cable for 6th Peripheral $ 86.00

RD-9808 Attache Case $163.00

RD-9145 RS 232c Cable $ 35.00
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SHARP PC1211
Pocket Computer

The pocket computer which has a whole
new range of potential

•0

E-1



The compact "Giant"
that handles a wide

range of applications
Handy pocket computer employing

BASIC language
Computers are no longer for professional use only
Sharp's advanced electronics technology presents

the new pocket computer PC-1211.
High-performance functions are packed into a slim,

compact body. The PC-1211 is designed as an "interactive type"
computer to meet your personal needs by employing the

easy-to-understand BASIC language.
Make full use of it with your originality.

DIG RUN

900: C=.f (A:+:+*:E": PRF'. I NT[

C- O .-.E -.

ZV -- ~ ~ -D M -D[ U

*ESEAVAS.E K~EYS = U

(T SiC111Wft UflO anacew Pocket Compute

P01211
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ct'fl en iecfC Of BASIC agig
Proe,amms,notscan he pessomsed ess b folio*s in$ the flos, Chhs f.,sfhes'mome tomus can be put, in as the, &if w,me
fo Oet a 095d'fl n CC uJ55f se put int few .arable, (II wee"

Am a tl Key cOsereteion (PRO -amb 1 epIBy

If E ENT _____PI.

Kay operton (RUN momS) Display P 12 1H. N NTERPC 21
3 'ENTER 5.ihENE .1c1~

5- "Can 1-, 'LitI.I ('"ss . si ple of

Aw w t - - t X2 O os A + B + C0
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RUR MOC _ _ _ _ _ _

-~ ~ WTO IUEs~ I

_ _ _ _ _ _ __- yes

___K

__ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ ___E-3_ ty~



011C*' I-, I It it Mnqck~ '~

Reservable key system

(Thmv~ete £onr,ncr' isncrma~d if vou re,er,e kt,

Key operaton (RUN mdl 0,101v for certan lutur,rr or corrtmand% *,ch are
used frequent~s and w.rite them' on the

I ferinolate for ,eltee

bip ke, Wseie,
30

Definable key system MMMMM

&Oet,ne lMequentis wsd popiarn, dh.t the

Key operail'ornlDEF IOMh Display definable modep or examole vou'ca,,r' lneyel aoram for compound inwwr catc .'aron
__________________________ 11 Sftt'A rare "I 0'r-od Fi future oli~e

5LS" fl 4 %,mp1,'flput the variable" to wh e %A hat1000lo s- th. armn Ahl ,eref added Otter le.0rs

__________________________________ at 17%0 o 4 lneearw oM a prncoa: o'

The P( 1727t hanidkes the Cca4'o uch;,

:!ration* Let's calculate a statitica values.
IL'l'rg the Det,nable Ic serr programt calculation of nearreoret ,on can be done.

Dat.,'Kell opelorrotio
Got the coeficient a, bt Will Du fooet Dpo

t'o couples Oltn We~y to
low trtdbncujrv y lob!' Y' 1 [wEt ________

S,r V .. = lrny. ntO i 3, owrl.

S.1  Sly96, or

ato h b * - - m,

Applya Wa dom toy- n
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Adoption of BASIC language BASK lagaeue idlfo ei
tors to proessionals This simtple programn

touts method ca. eacul, be carried fior b%
folteong to the flo. char Mortimer
formula, .an bronfroted as the, at.
noristalit written These ,fno-al-v lu
fromu are designed wcith ease of operation in

The PC 1211 also werces as an ideal step
ping sloate to pordesonral 'comtputer.

haac e li-1 a, nlumeoralt rDot matrix display - up to dilta 0it.d., nfiat" domrna.1

24 digits wit rolling writer ntti 1oviiato, naw ocs

lanuage, ran be ued to oit l r.f' a

(A= 3. B= 4. ANE;WEF C:= 5.) on"'.".ang.,
10~ dim~ty hioe,ng i(tak .1a, ij-.11

Program capacity 1424 step - "o Ip.- 1I -ao1'D

26 memories with memoy safe guard loo on - 1 o sirt d I.

heW p-ee ., f,,-1 i
ToPmoa. b, an "I., -I' ors,

coi id. tteii ran ilf- be u.-d t

Atie s 0 ept,,tagen to I tiuttittie

Reserivable kev and d filrable bi T1 ree- aIsel t, 11'1eutcn nh

key systems I ifl.taldttidi s ued nooec- ,an

eo.ln putting in a tinfult -ho,, itotn

maunual .kl la~tion ot progtam-ig

Th 11W etbnob., 1olet st detnet 18

need.a cetetpntr saot. u n recall
and tri A4 Ahl the fouatit ii1 *th e 0

1211K II orinolo.- a hoo,, *antterwr,Sctooth key ouertion wit* typewritert son-a to that of a torpenier, Thu, rise

key ar~enme~t wit, ian appasng kesboad ian beo
key rrar mentoperated eta..', &nd punkis

Progra ra~ -aid data can be saved in and the ~Instt tame weonder can be usted at

loaded from a topeKnale (f 121 om optional
cuta S&w prt.ogrlaums or data f nofa caswte

zzzt ape fW ifationto can beloaded
zzz1Wnenhl ftmesa it is asop Potble tot

wot Ihv sahti erd4 program data auto

durng the pitGrati calcuclation

Other features L.it
4  

eatt ti oo l

*Plavilatok funcionr enables correction
bit dcpi~tg the fortml intht a tingle
rtorci of a bent

orIfierit" tone funtiiont is designed to
aienity If* program (A beep sound
can be inglt during prntomnog i

E- 5
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Appications
0e6.e~~~~es0. an.n.n.. eceae ~eeee

S~~5nti fleee*lseG IecIi Tri iimmects
* Peee eC IW ae eee ' Pne esce a t-sScGG

*~~~~ = .~s Iec~e PCseee~e
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c. Me-1- ~ 5ciic4C of. C.-ese en eseeeci CCeisC

C -... ieo ... nae.ecee ic. *CiOiiecene eossesee e.P*P
* Wrsne e~ficn w....s~eeecseseG~gsnaec Cei~i, ccti~etn* pnn c se..aceec G ee CeeeP* C

an. nose. Icien.~ . 5gIe nosee nat .inec e- *te
* Ios eenunee ewe. ., .c~ ncn eeeS~e Gccece ce ~flsee * enqces . . ..a .. -. 1- cc

amese nnco.tlteecefc. oi. eesgeeeeeoe

*U---WS a- xxxin.o-
.en~ .e~~en.Gee snl~n lae. e

cens.. sen... se Gese

N euber Of esen CIU NIO see ... Pinc we, o E ditCaing untn Cursor * h;In (a.

*m a 22cNneensge BASeIC functionss enerac ICn 121sogam rsevepoga

Capaity rga snceneynGans 14ec Ssfessc s aw asteG memory can5 toeo Ge" or follcowec to GWense

* CeeenisensyasM&seeestsps (fessin e Ce~onpoe inc SIVI

*~~~~ PO* toe,"Vo &aini% 0.n0e1irocie I1G fSGe

* 00G antoo" sas. isa.... Senin sewse G Ginse Gee nn ivrttf 1 vCO F 4F
* ~ Fo Cc. o ~. subroie .sc teeinG 11c111101 or 2-314(D G G nieFni ee)

* neulse-ns Accesorie ones boit -n en racia,.t esaveolesscsIin recin alo iesnneneet

f*ci~s Cetgitinesetesesiais epo.entia

BSIClug pecifications

4 CSIFuction SON~c AcnoCgOSN StftADSnATIN EX Lon LOG. INTl Othe

Disribte bsby aes

Omenve~~ SHAMY COPP 101 JA Pocsen g0doc Menrn AspenR~e

(ccc ioln. U emucE -6A~. en
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COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS 69

Personal Computation

HP-41C or HP-41CV Alplianumerc Full list. 6 lvsofubroutines, controlled looping. 30 ev flap. 26ss
Perf ormmnce Programmnable wit Comntikomj tern flags. 4 lagS test function in addition to set flat and clear flag. 10

Meuiim~conditional taus 2 of which my be used with alpha strings (a -y.
Memorytoy).

The HP-41 is the moist powerful hadheldi. programmable calcula- fiting: tinglestep, execution. single- and backstep, inspection of a
tor ever made by H P. You now have two calculators to choose from; program, delete program mmory lines. position the calculator at any
the HP.4 IC with 44I bytes of program mmory built in (expoindable line in program memory, pases to review intermediate reults. correc-
to 2.233 bytes) or the HP-41CV with 2.233 bytes built in. tion key to delete keystroke while entering data or alpha character.

The HP-41 communicate with words as well as numbers. You an change size of data storage register allocation, catalog positioning
key in any combination of letters and numbers up to 24 characters Gnrl ae rga.apapoparlpoppc rga
wide and display 12 characters at a timet. A complete system of status msemory, stop, end, programmable OFF, go to end or program mem-
ann"unciators also helps to keep you firmly in control. Error osessas ory and prepare calculator for new program, advance paper, prompt.
are displayed in plain. understandable English. For aural feedback, catalog list, copy program from ROM so umer memory
you can use the HP-41 'beeper." Ten different tones will let you sig. Claln options: DISPLAY, X REGISTER DATA. REGIS-
nal the end of a program of data entry point. Continuous Memory TERS. ALPHA. PROGRAM. FLAG. STACK. STATISTICS
saves your programs and data even when the calculator is turned off. REGISTERS
Over 130 separate operations comprise the total HP.41 function cata- Display: fixed decimal, scientific, arid engineering notation.
lo. You con assign a function or program so almost any key. The Memory: lous-s register. 4-register stack. alpha register, data storage
HP-41 comes with keyboard overlays and a s of user labels to help registers.
faciliate lcustomizaion of your 14P.41. Wit~h a few keystrokes. YOUs MP.4IC: 63 registers and 0 program bytes or 0 registers and 4"I
can actually create a 'personalized" custom calculator for special bytes (expandable to 2,233 bytes).
applications. IP-41CV: Jig registersand 0 pormbytsor resti and 2.233

You can store more and longer program in the HIP-41 than you byes.porm 0 eitr
ever thought possible. Each program is autonomous. Call it up by PwrRqleet:4sz atnstrcagal pin
name, edit it. even clear it without affectiag other prograte. And aI nickel cadmium battery pack.
each program con have up to" local plus IS local alpha labels for Six*: 33 X 79X I"4 mm (1.3 X3.1 X 5.7 in).
addtresses or subroutines. However. these independent programs can Alone, the HP-41 is a powerful, programmable, problem-soliving
also be interactive. Using global labels, youan summon one program calculator But, by adding optional plugl-in peripherals and mnodules.
or branch to a subroutine (up to 6 levels) from Another program you can expand the capabilities of the HP-41 to keep pace with your

Both she HP-41C and HP-41CV come complete with Owner's growing computational eeds. Four input/output (1/0) ports at the
Handbook and Programming Guide, quick referersce guvide. applies. top of the HP-41 accept peripherals, plus-in application modules, or
lion book, 4 N-cell batteries. 2 keyboard overlays, monudule or over. Memory Modules. Each quick-connect peripheral and mdsle is self-
lay holder. I set or function labels, sad a soft carryiNg case. contained, with its own set of function that is added to the calcula-

tor's existing function catalog. And each peripheral and mrodule is
HIP-4I C and "P-4 ICV Specifications fully portable.
Malthemaitieal Functions: SIN. COS. TAN, and inverses. DEG.
RAD. GRAD. R=P. DEG=RAD. H=H.MS. octal/decimal co P 82106A Memory Module
Versions. Sign. m*ijioINT. FRAC.ABSSrounsd, hig W c0. In (I e These Memtory Modules can quintuple the HP.41C's memnory.
x). ei, 1,y., V a. I/it. r. +. - X. +, LN. H.MS1. CHS. Each module contains an additional 64 registers ltat can be allocated
Statistical Puitetitie:s S. .15. Z S. summations (s. Es. ZX2, Zy. Zy

2 , Us program memory or storage registers, or any combination. You
Esy). summation corrections, select tammation registers, ractoriala. can add four Memory Modules to your HP.41C for a total of 319
Stack 0Pimelone: ENTER9. RI, R4 n~y. )C2REGISTER. storage registers or 2.233 bytes. The Memory Modules, like the HP-
LAST-X. 41C have Continuous Memocry. Homwvr, mmory lou will occur
Alpha Ivll upper-ease alpha A through Z. lower-cas alpha a when the module is remove from the calculator. (Use only with the

tleer-Ileflliet: alpha modean and off. alpa tre and reall. alpha HP 621 70A 0uad Memory Module
shift hlf. alpha view, Appaed alpha. The equivalent of four Memory Modules, the Quad Memory Mod-
Pregam g Pastures: 100 numeric labels, unlimited global alpha ale contains 254 data storage registers or 1.792 program bytes and
labels, usr-definable keys, indirect addressing of labels, data sewage expands she HP.4 IC's mmory to full H P-4 I CY capacity using only
sad mual.stoae go ier arithosetic. alpha storae and recall. view- one Pan -The Quad Memory Module, like the NP.4I C. hes Contiou-
lag register contents. display fornsta keeping. audible tone pitch, ou$ Memory However, mmory lou will occur when the module is
defunitionof aecumulstion registers. flagutetial anddearingcatalog remove frome the calculator. (Use only with the HP-41C.)
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~;COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
HP-41 Peripheraels, Software, Accessories

HP 82104A Card Reeder an~ee~g
Readst and writes programs and data onto magnetic cards with 32 0 Antennas a Fluid Dyntamics a Hydratulics

registers per card. Adds over 30 card reader control functions to your 0 Chenmical Engineering 9 Heating. Ventilating. A Air
calculator, including prompts and program security. Also reads HP- * Civil Engineering Conditioning
67/97 program cards, * Control System 9 Mechanical Engineering

HP 82143A Thermal Printer/Plotter Eletrical Enuginesering 9 Solar Engineering
Portable, qies, thermal eperation. and battery operable. the HP

82143A prints upper. and lower-cme alpha characters, including apie- COwiiaumnl
ml haacersyo cn ceae.The Printer/Plotter &lso does high- a Geometry a Teat Statistics

resolution plotting routine. * HughLivel Math
NP 62 153A Optical WandOte

Inputs data by reeding programl in the form or bar codle. Moat HP- *aetr - ptmery 11 (Contact Lens)
41 so"ware is available in bar uode. including Users' Library pro- aCardlitc/Pulmoriary a Physics
ramn and solution booka. Chmsr 0 Surveytng
MP-41 Application Pace aGamas 0 Taxes

Whether you're an engineer or technician. stsdent or scientist. busi- a Optometry I (General)
erson of Other professional. you'll find an application puc: or

oliosts book to solve many of the -at oono and difficult prob-
itm in your are. Ordering Information Price

Every application pee comes with a esesprohive manual, and. HP-41C S250 00
when applicable. a keyboard overlay. Chosen from: UP-411CV S3rS 00
eAviation 0 Petroleum Fluids NP821S6A Memory Module $3000

a Clinical Lab At Nuclear 0 Securities HP 112174A Quad Memory Module $9500
Medicine a Statitics NP 8214A Card Reader $21500

a Circuit Analyss * Stress Aaalyesp-Mechanical NP 82143A Thermal Printer/Plotter $385 00
a Financial Decisios Engineers NP 82153A Optical Wand 112500
a Matbematc a Struacroal Aaalysi-Civil HP.41 Application pace 130 00 to $15 00
a Games Engineers "P-41 Solutions books 11250
0 Home Management a5 Suvein
a Real Estate a Maehinutiealuaorscgere
a Thermal & Trasnsport A Hewlett-aatiaralculatorAcs or prhseesmrtdcsonPwr

MP4IS~luloes Boos sveniec=. and quality frontacompensy you can depend on Sol "P
uae& clculatosnalso havena vereatility unequaled is the industry Thereins

a- D ni statistic/ a Landing. Sevielp A L-ain eaplete aoery line engined to provide the support yea N
Marketingi/Sales a Real Estate No matter wbat type of Hewlett-Packard calculate you cheese

e , eConstruct=c a Swung ouncem you'll find it supported by a full lin or replascemnt aeiorit aed
latimatang applies to keep it operational.
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COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS S~
Pearsonal Computation

Users' Ubrary. Custom Services Program om

MP Users' Library #fi 8250DA or 8 Custom Modules (111011's)
* The Users' Library is dedicated to making programsecontributed by 4K or 8KC bytes of memory with each module. Nearly 21.000 po

HP.67. HP.97 and HP-4l vurs available to others. Youll discover a graml lines with up to four SIK modules.
wide, variety of programs written for specific application arezas The NP 82802A Cuto lOigie0It Cards
solutions you need may already exist! As a subscriber to the Library. Used with the HP-41C. HP.AtCV. HP-67, and HP.97. Each card
you will receive the Catalog of Contibhuted Programs and the Co.- can be customized to load 17S to 200 instructions.
tnbuiors Guide, periodic supplements, and coupons for four pro. Custom BW cede
grams of your choice complete with pre-recode magnetic cards. Inexpensive way to load custom programs or data. Available from
You will also receive the HP Key Nouts newsletter, which keeps you on independent vendor.
absreast of programming techniques, Library activities, and notes of The HP-A1 i ves time, lowers coat, and ensures accuracy for both
interest. the technical and non-technical user. The standard HP-4l allows you

to retain somsa to the full programmable capaibilities ad scientific
functions of the calculator even after it has been customized.

Ordering Information Price A custom HP-AlCor HP-AtCV Option 001 with ablank keyboard.
First Year Subscription 12000 is made as friendly as possible. This special calculator limits use to
Annual Renewal 11000 those keys you have designated. minimizing potential user error. Cus-
HP-67, HP-97 Programs (includes program descrip. tom overlays. (HP 82501 A). label keys for either calculator and pro-
tions/listinps. and magnetic cards.) S6 00 vide the final, professional touch.
HP-AIC. HP.AICV Programs; (Includes program de- Already many companies have improved their productivity with

ings. from media buying to heavy equipment mies and service, from
circuit design to diamond sales, give the nomeult, incresed perfor.

Custom Services manort and improved productivity.
4 HNP Custom Services satisfies the growing seed forsecialization in

portable computing preducts. Through customization, she powerful
HP-41C and HP-41CV calculatoms can be tailored to do your dedi- Ordering Information
cased complex or repetitious calculations when and where you need - -

them. QUlp CWeM legal CeuMIMMgCr OANO D CeM
Using customer or third party written programs, the HP-Al or an OR 4 al It sm/ d 4S smatioq)

HP-Al wit h blank keys (Option 00 1). can be cussomnisd usling one of
three options: custom ROM's, custom magnetic carnk or eustoher - ___11__ PRO____ I s
code. Each option is designed tonsuit particular information and prob. 100 NA NA 199/S 13 51, W!'
lsm-solving requiremenits. When selectinlg one of the alteenives, FAj 1102 1643 WWI'ss 13 02'se'
considerations given to: frsquency ofcode alteratuons. dsired pro. no 162 1 9 s, st $266'wl
gram capacity, updating of variables in your data, required level of low 1 4? 1?2 119we $2 7S,'wit
privacy and initial investment. For assistano, camels your local HP sm 126 1 17 11"" $2 172-se'
Field Engineer.

4
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APPENDIX G

CASIO FX-702P SPECIFICATIONS



p THE WORLDS -LEAW1NG MANUFACTURER OF OUALITY CALCULATORS

400 FOF.. K=1 TO 1000
Casio-s new hand-held programable
calculator solves problems with
alpha-numeric darity. uses BASIC language.

-:.~702Pi 1 .234? JL 3- -
FX-702P

Actal s e

t Display capacity for 20 alpha-numeric characters.

* High utility variation of program steps and data memories (with power backup).

tep Fn M 80 steps

26e i 1 226 memories

* SS widely applicable functions - incorporating programming.

I In-depth statistical management information, including standard deviation, regression analysis and correlation

coefficient, which can be dealt with by a single command.
* Rapid computation speed by high grade C-MOS.LSI.

* Straightforward program debugging by an easy-use tracing system. Also, extremely smooth program editing.

Optional equipment (on sale in the near future):

FA-2 - adaptor for programs and data storage in cassette tape,

FP- 10 - mini-printer for print.out of progroms and data.

CASIO FX-702P
aLUTY. DEPENUSInTY. DURAUTY

CASIO 1
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TAK ADATAEO CO EXESV CAAIIISADUSU EHX

( Speed Completion of ProywinminglI Enter a Trial Progrv i t's asy!

Eg.) FOR -NEXT looping Eg.) Rernainder calculation

(Counting from 1 to 1000) r
Integer part of quotient = INT (A B)

10 WAIT 0 Remaeinder = A -INT (A B) x B
0 ~ 300 PRT "START"

400 FOR K= 1TO 1000
500 NEXT K 10 INP "A=". A,- 6= .
700 PRT "END" 20 C=INT(A 8)
800 END 30 D=A B*C

40 PRT A; / B ";B; C; Dq 50 GOTO 10

10 WAIT 02E 0EZR
300 PR S STRT 5910 INP C5 A III:= A 2E B 02=_- B Ei

400 FOR K 01TO 1000 01 20 C AUBT A Z8 Cl
500 NEXT K E 0D0A2 t
700 PRT 3 ENDC E~ 40 PRTA 3(M B MEM2
800 END D 50GTO1 J&9 C M )E E 5 , D E

Wz~a) STARTEg.) 100-7, 1234 99

fApprox. 20 1002 B=?
seconds) 7E 100 7=14 .. .2

EDj A=?

END1234e LB B=?

992 [1234 99=12... .46

Type: F X 702P 
P liT 7

Bsmic Calculaiona Filmctionut Programr Syutem:s Stored systemn
Four fundamentalI aritnmeic opierations inciudong negalive numbers Prorm Laigage BASIC
ennonent numbers and parenthess calculations (.ilt. autoatic tecogni , rrnmnCpctr 18 ~c'Pme.
tioe of calculation priority - true algebraic logic) PormigC~l 18 ~rs2 es. ')

Tr ionometri and inverse trigonomtetric functions (with angie in degrees Suabeoutine; Nested upito 10 levels
radians or gradients) hyperbolic and inve'se treeolic lunctions FOR NEXT Loop.rs Nestec ur re
loItii and eiooent~i funcion$scuiuate roots powers factorals Nube of Progera sorable it, i. t0 (PO tI f, Pconversions into integer removal of integer part decimal places specitica Checking Funcgion: Debug bst , 0to, s.n ' ct g !5 Spectcalir-n seauesn-a - dleoima convelsGns4 ~recta~ngular -Polar co ordinates conversions absolute values rounding 9difing Funcions: Correiondro and addion lbo n~iro

random numbers and P, DI try LiQuidl crystal d-sprlan 120 chavers- ItI cha,i-e 5 *7 ii

Standard deviations Number of data items surm souar' svim rmean and Main Compomnent; C MOS LSI
standard deviations (twos kinds) Power Consumption 00 tI
Line r regrussion Number of data items sum of X sort oh y sine PoweSr ,: 1w. ir ri., aerIt CR2 3? l
sure Oh X souare sum of y' data product surn mean oh X mean 0u .f 200 ro'sor .- i soe'i
standard cde..iations of X standard dle,-arons or y constant terr re Ambient Tomensra range 0' C -40*C .i 3 - tC14'
gress-cin coeti c ren, correl ati on coe Ihcient and estimate values 1? 9) 7F

Characte Fnations: L EN MID5 Drfuwwoeu 7-n6..~mfb -~
Codculeffing Rafp: From IT xr0 to t9999999999 n t0" and 0 Weih,180Bg (6o, in3~ dn ta ,,.

Calculations are perhormed internally with t12 calcuia
tion digits (mantissa) in the calculator *Design andeacr#.icatra are aubipicr to change wihu nodrsreci

CASIO0
F X702P. 05 1981
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NEWBURY NEW BRAIN MDB SPECIFICATIONS
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NewBral.n ksa pekulsiansl such problem as double keying diftig The cuor conrol keys
Mchbne. The NewBrain keyboardrwaes enablet any part of a line to be
The keyboard has been carefully 256 different charactes m brought into Woew on the buith-in
designed for use by A categories of iniclude the 96 upper and lower display and for characters to be
typists. Ita laid out as a stendard cue ASCII/SO pitngV characters insersed or deleted. On die TV or
eecic typewriter and the keys and the 32 control codes. The video monitor screen the cursor can
used have optimal profile and feel graphtics key can be used to be moved to any position for fUl
Clear lettering aids. easy location produce the 64 viewdatas graphics editing and more sophisticated
while the colouring is neutral to symbols for TV or videoi monitor word-processing applications
avoid eyestrain or distraction The display Suitable software enables
keyboard softwaire includes a the keys to be user-defined. NewBrain's built-in vacuum
special rollover algorithm which fluorescent display has large and
accepts the high burst rate of keying As well as providing afl the standard easily read letters The fourteen
of the professional touch typist and keyboard functions of a typewriter, segment pattern represents letters,
at the samne time allows for the NewBrain provides cursor control numbers and punctuation symbols
tIexperienced beginner, avoiding for screen and line formatting and in a natural and pleasing form. The

dud cagsme mnnods, VU 41~ ords , W ie n OWales..
for pgan end data aeq w ,ai VOU. modmn.. ger for usrsownm equornen

eanma32ACMa

'IdOon

smU,....
ope-,puurduE

4~~d dm __b__ Our , M am of ____

96wmedIm a SW

P.11 II chmH-h

enm u 4uIisgg



display is tilted forward, it has a NewBnin comes in various applications NewBrain expansion
wide viewing angle and the blue- versions to suit different boxes are compatible with all
green colour nimiWs eye fatigue. applications. The I ul!) specified standard models, they are
The 64 upper case ASCILSO model conhirs rechargeable conniected by cables and can be
printing characters can be displayed batterme and has the vacuum clipped on under the main module
and, in addition, the lower case flusorescent read-out. Othe models or bulk up into separate stacks
letters are displayed as capitals are without the batteries or without
Displayed characters can be made the read-out, special models may The NewBrain cuse is in hard-
to flash to draw be available for certain OEM wearing ABS
attention.

for sondard vido monnior fo donsu TV ses fo mmory end ohw eqwans
in NuAbmo boxes

16 daodei Wepeum &,Ia
repesmcharsom in
ASa'1564ch ctuc
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Versatility is NewBrain's On the desk top NewBrain offers
haihark. It fits on the desk as the lowest cost solution to all
easily as the telephone. Small computing requirements, It can be
enough tobe heldin the hand. it usedasan enquiry or a dtaentry
slips into the briefcase as easily as a terminal, as part of a network. as an
book. aide-memoire, a calculator, a word
For outdoor use there is no processor, a financial planner and
comparable product. From on-the- many other things, and, of course,
spot handicapping and sporting assa stand alone computer. Yet
statistics to navigation at sea or in battery back-up is still available
the air, from data collection around allowing the NewBrain to continue
site, factory or warehouse to on- woking~ while being taken from
the-spot sales and financial ofie to office or office to home,
calculations while tiraveln or- a cnd evtwng Ilmmunity to faults in
visiting clients NewBrain has nc. th mains supply.
equal.

In the laboratory. NewBrain
prvie staih forward and wide
ranging interfacing, and Its
compactntess makes It ideal for the
crowded bench.

A version of NewBrain can be
obtained without self contained
display for use where TV sus or
monitors are already available as in
schools and colleges. In ft way

computing realisable.

same model

tie btn aidlwcs for theuan

aciiisfrmlann

abu cmutn o lyig.
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The NewBrain video and UHF extra interfaces for all models are There are many advanced ieatures
outputs will drive any standard available in expansion boxes. including the insertion and deletion
television set or video monitor of characters and lines at any
providing a display of 24 lines of Some NewBrain models have 8 bit position, up to 256 pages can be
40 or 80 characters across the line parallel inputs and outputs and maintained at a time
The display character set includes analogue inputs and outputs for
all % ASCII'ISO pnnting interfacing to other equipment for NewBrain's BASIC compiler is an
characters, the 64 video text mosaic laboratory use. control applications enhancement of the ANSI standard
graphic characters, the Greek and other purposes Extra ports can language including formatting of
alphabet. Western European be provided in expansion boxes numerical output, advanced
accented characters, Nordic input/output features and string and
characters, line drawing graphics. All standard NewBrain models have logical functions The high speed
games graphics and other symbols a bus expansion port and a DMA floating point mathematical
The display may be mixed with a port for connection to the package is accurate to 10 significant
high resolution display of up to 240 expansion boxes and other figures and all trigonometrical
dots vertically by 256 or 512 NewBrain enhancements functions and inverse
horizontally Additional memory and interfaces trigonometrical functions are

are iinpl ented in all models in included The operating system
NewBrain has a dual audio cassette universa exWinsion boxes. allows the BASIC or any other
interface suitable for use with most program in control of the NewBrain
tape recorders for program and NewBrain software includes a to drive all the various NewBrain
data storage It is highly tolerant of screen editor, a BASIC compiler, a inpuvoutput devices in a simple
wow, flutter and phase distortion high speed floating point and uniform way
One or two tape recorders may be mathematical package and a
used The data is transferred at a powerful operating system NewBrain software expansion
rate of 1200 baud Software modules in development modules plug into NewBrain or

include Z80 Assembler. COBOL. NewBrain expansion boxes and
All NewBrain models have a V24 Pascal, statistical and financial genuinely extend rather then
senal pnnter output and a bi- packages and text processing replace the software already
directional V24 interface for systems present once plugged in they need
modems, VDU's and other never be removed and up to four
equipment The baud rate is The screen editor provides for the megabytes of software can be
software selectable Certain models editing of pages of up to 256 lines added in this way
have additional V24 interfaces and of text. each line of any length

( Grundy Busineus Sysem Lid.

Sales gad Adlfhnl~~aoh MaIketng md R&D
So mnw Road. Teddhngton. Somnce Park. Mmn Road.
Mxddlesex TWI 8TD Cambendg CB4 4BH
Tel 01-977 1171 Tel 0223,350355
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APPENDIX I

HHC-RELATED DEVICES



SlinWir Resreh Uited
6 Kigs Parade Cambr'dge C62 I SN' F~gla~d

US Ofie: 50 Stanifo,' Sirec-, Bcjs!or
MassachuseMl MAC2'14 US4
Telephone 16171 742 4826

Photo shows a model of the Sinclair Microvision flat Screen
pocket TV which will be available during 1982. Designed to
retail at around E50 the Microvision incoroorates an
F:1 radio and will be able to receive transmissions almost
anywhere in the world.

Production of the Microvision is to be sub-contracted by
Sinclair Research to the Timex Corporation in Dundee,
Scotland, as part of a £5 million capital investment
programme announced on 18th February 1981.
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Diagram shows sectional views of the Sinclair Research
flat screen TV tube which measures approx. 4 x 2 x 3/4
Initially it will be used in a multi-standard Sinclair
Microvision pocket TV which will be available in 1982
and retail at around E50.

The tube is the result of a 5 year, El million plus,
part NRDC-backed research and development programme.
The cathode ray tube's electron gun is placed to the
side of and in parallel with the phosphor screen (a).
A transparent coating of tin oxide on the front plate
forms focusing electrode that guarantees a circular
beam spot on the screen (b).

(Reprinted from 'Electronics International'
Copyright 1979 McGraw Hill, all rights reserved)

#V
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GLOSSARY

Acoustic Coupler/Modem: A device which allows computer signals to be encoded,

transmitted via telephone lines, and decoded.

" Baud: Rate of data transfer in units of "bits per second".

Byte: Several binary digits of storage (often 4 or 8). The smallest addres-
sable piece of storage.

FADAC: Field Artillery Digital Automatic Computer.

" Flags Displayed*: On-Off "dots" which indicate a function or feature is
active; for example, low battery, shift, degrees vs. radians.

HHC: Hand-Held Computer.

K: One thousand. For example, 3K = 3000.

MOS: Military Occupational Specialty.

Numerical Processing: When the computer is doing numerical processing, it
reduces all inputs to their simplest numeric form, e.g., 2x8 would be immed-
iately converted to "16" with no record kept of how that value was produced.
(Compare "string processing".)

*Parse: To divide a string of alphabetic data into pieces in order to facili-
tate its analysis on a component basis.

Peripheral: Optional add-on components like printers, extra memory, modems.
(Compare "mainframe".)

QWERTY: Standard typewriter keyboard format.

RAM: Random Access Memory - can be both read and changed during execution;
requires power or it will "forget".

ROM: Read only Memory - cannot be changed during program execution; requires
no power to retain memory.

RPN vs. Algebraic Notation: RPN (Reverse Polish Notation) is a logic system
for entering arithmetic operations into a calculator. In order to compute
"3x4 = ?", the user types "3", hits an "ENTER" key, types "4" and presses "x".
As soon as the "x" is pressed, the answer 12 appears.

The common alternative logic for calculator entry is called "algebraic". The
keystroke entry sequence is "3", "x", "4" and "=". When "=" is pressed, the
answer appears. Despite the unnaturalness of RPN for users unfamiliar with it,
it has been shown (Kasprzyk, Drury, and Bialas, Ergonomics, 1979, No. 9,
pages 1011-1019) that with well-trained users f both systems, the RPN logic
proved superior consistently in terms of speed, errors, efficiency, etc.
Because of this, some high-powered calculators use RPN. Nevertheless, because
the training uses anticipated for the HHC involve little use of the HHC as a
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calculator and because the HHC will ordinarily be available only during train-
ing, it seems better to acquire an HHC which uses algebraic logic. Such an
HHC can accept formulas nearly exactly as they appear in a textbook or field
manual.

RS-232C: A standard high speed connection jack used by the computer industry
for transferring data.

Selective Dot Erase*: A display device capability such that any dot on a dis-
play can be erased (or written) independently of all others; useful for anima-
tions and complex graphics.

String Processing: When the computer is doing string processing, it does no
automatic conversions and treats letters, numbers, and punctuation identically;
a "5" followed by a "0" is not treated as the number "50", but merely as con-
secutive entries no more or less meaningful than the entry of "$%" or "WZ".
(Compare "string processing" and "parse".)

Trap-Door Encrypting Algorithm: An algorithm for encrypting which allows
encoders to have an encryption key which can encode, but not decode, informa-
tion.

User's Characters*: Characters, e.g., foreign alphabets, or iconic symbols
which have been designed and stored in software but can be plotted as a single
symbol.

* This is a definition for a term used in the table in Appendix A-- it is not

a general definition.
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INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken to examine the feasibility of using hand-
held computers (HHCs) for U.S. Army training purposes. Task I of this study
surveyed the available HHCs and compared their features with regard to possible
uses for training. The purpose of Task II was to survey selected Army courses
taught at the U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School (IJSAOC&S), and identify
specific training tasks that could be used to demonstrate the feasibility of
using HHCs for training.

This report presents the results of Task II.

CAPABILITIES OF CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
HAND-HELD COMPUTERS

The results of Task I showed that a number of significant training
applications could be supported by the available technology of HHCs. The infor-
mation gathered on the available devices did not permit firm, quantitative
comparisons among the different devices, due to their different features and
the different ways in which training tasks would be implemented on each device
to capitalize on these different features. Firm conclusions cannot be made
about the best HHC for training or for use in a training feasibility evaluation
until a set of benchmark training applications are defined and programmed, and
implementation is attempted on the more promising candidate devices. Task I
concluded that the Panasonic/Quasar HHC was the most versatile and powerful
device currently available, and that it could handle a reasonable subset of the
training applications identified. Of course, the technology continues to evolve
and improved capabilities and new devices are constantly being introduced into
the market.

SURVEY OF SELECTED COURSES TAUGHT AT USAOC&S

Rationale for Course Selection

During meetings at USAOC&S, the various training course offerings,
both enlisted and officer, were discussed. Courses were selected for review to
represent the range of training activities offered at the school. The following
courses were selected for review:

* 63B10 Light Wheel Vehicle/Power Generation Mechanic

* 44E30 Machinist

* 45GI0 Fire Control Computer Repairer

* 41ClO Fire Control Instrument Repairer

* C20 Ordnance Officer Basic

* C22 Ordnance Officer Advanced



The enlisted MOS courses selected represent entry level training (63BI0,
41ClO, and 45Gl0) and advanced level training (44E30). These courses cover
direct support and general support level maintenance. The officer courses
selected represent both basic (C20) and advanced (C22) speciality courses.

Review Procedure

Interviews were conducted with the Team Chiefs, who are responsible
for Course Development, and with personnel responsible for conducting the
courses. In the interviews the concept of using an HHC for training was discus-
sed. The following kinds of questions were asked:

1. What is difficult to teach/learn in this course?

2. Why is it difficult?

3. What parts of the course result in the most drop-outs,
failures, or turnbacks?

4. Are there some things that are not taught because of
their difficulty, and are left for OJT?

5. What would you gain/lose by using an HHC in this
course?

In addition to the interviews, the Program of Instruction (POI) for
each course was reviewed, and Lesson Plans for selected subjects in each course
were studied.

Rationale for Task Selection

Tasks suitable for training on an HHC were selected in each course
based on:

* Course need - the lesson was difficult and students
could benefit from enhanced training

* Interesting application - the lesson offered an
opportunity to illustrate a different way of applying
HHCs to training

* Generalizability - the lesson represented a type of
* activity common to many courses (e.g., troubleshooting)

A variety of ways to enhance training using an HHC in the school
- environment were suggested during the course survey. These ways include rein-

forcement training, remedial training, self-testing, proficiency testing
(examinations), and training management. Reinforcement training could involve
review and practice prior to examinations, and computer guided practice with
additional problems. Remedial training could involve additional work with an
HHC as assigned by the instructor.
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The HHC does not appear to be particularly useful for initial instruc-
tion (i.e., the traditional CAI tutorial mode). This is due to the limited dis-
play capabilities of existing devices. Neither does the HHC appear useful for
tasks involving "seeing and feeling" or hands-on use of equipment. Since much
of the course for MOS 41CIO (Fire Control Instrument Repairer) involves train-
ing for these types of tasks, applications of an HHC were difficult to concep-
tualize. No applications were identified for this course and it was eliminated
from further consideration. Applications in the C20 course (Ordnance Officer
Basic) were found to be very similar in approach (but not content) to applica-
tions in the C22 course (Ordnance Officer Advanced). In addition, more of the
C22 course appears devoted to problem solving and practice exercises. For these
reasons the C20 course was not studied further.

Description of Potential Applications

Potentially useful applications were found for most courses examined.
Of course, many parts of the courses cannot effectively utilize an HHC to
enhance training. As previously noted, the HHC does not appear useful for
initial instruction. Many of the potential applications will require reference
to supplemental sheets or student handouts to circumvent the display limitations.

63BI0

The most promising applications in the 63BI0 course involve trouble-
shooting vehicle systems and use of various TMs (helping soldiers understand
TMs and checking soldiers' use of TMs). Table 1 presents the potential
applications identified and a detailed example of how troubleshooting using a
TM can be taught.

44E30

The most promising applications in the 44E30 course involve aiding
the student in the use of shop math at the machines. This application is
possible because of the size and portability of HHCs. Table 2 presents the
potential applications identified and a detailed example of how use of shop math
can be reinforced.

45GI0

The most promising applications in the 45G10 course involve digital
electronics. Table 3 presents the potential applications identified and a
detailed example of drill-and-practice in one basic subject.
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TABLE 1. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 63B10 COURSE

Course: 63BI0 Light Wheel Vehicle/Power Generation Mechanic.

Lessons: Parts of A-3, A-5, A-6, A-8, A-1O, A-li, C-i, C-7, C-13, C-14, C-17,
--1, 0-3, E-1, E-8, E-ll, H-i, H-3 (Lessons related to Power Generation have
been excluded, due to possible revisions in the POI.)

Applications: Drill and practice for characteristics of vehicles and tools*,
automotiveelectricity , shop safety, use of reference material, and engine
principles .

Problem solving for troubleshooting vehicle systems*, and for
vehicle recovery problems

Games to practice troubleshooting.

Training management for testing, and for diagnosing student
learning problems related to the referenced lessons.

*- Will probably require reference to printed illustrations or problems.

63B10 Example: A student wants self-testing on troubleshooting prior to the
course examination. The student is provided with an HHC with preprogrammed and
preloaded programs to randomly generate a series of troubleshooting problems.

The HHC is used to generate troubleshooting problems, display
symptoms and test results, provide feedback on the tests selected, monitor use
of the TM, and score the final decision (identification of the failed compon-
ent).
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TABLE 1. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 63BI0 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

1 Student (S) turns HHC on
2 Computer (C) displays For example, the menu of lessons might be:

menu of available lessons 1 - Troubleshoot fuel system
2 - Troubleshoot electrical system
3 - Troubleshoot clutch
4 - Troubleshoot service brakes
5 - Troubleshoot steering

3 S selects appropriate Suppose S enters "1"
choice

4 C acknowledges choice C displays "You have chosen Lesson I"
5 C asks S to choose vehi- C displays "Which vehicle? Ml51, M880, or

cle M35?"
6 S selects appropriate S enters "M35"

vehicle
7 C acknowledges choice C displays "O.K. Troubleshooting the fuel

system on the M35"
8 C randomly selects compon- C selects defective injection fuel pump from

ent to fail (but does not list of possible malfunctions
tell student)

9 C displays appropriate C displays "Symptom is engine cranks but will
symptom(s) of malfunction not start"

10 C asks S to indicate C displays "Enter TM number?"
appropriate TM

11 S enters TM number S enters "TM-2320-209-20-1"
12 C indicates whether cor- C displays "Correct TM"

rect or incorrect
13 C asks S to indicate page C displays "Enter page number?"

number from TM
14 S enters page number S enters "2-19"

* 15 C indicates whether page C displays "Correct page number"
is correct or incorrect

16 C asks S to select test C displays "Enter check"
number from page in TM

17 S enters test number S enters "2.1" or "Check fuel level"
18 C displays test result(s) C displays "Gage reads full and fuel in tank"
19 C asks S to select next C displays "Enter check"

test
20 S enters test number S enters "2.2" or "Check fuel pump"
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TABLE 1. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 63BI0 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

21 C displays test result(s), C displays "No fuel in pump"
etc.

22 C asks S to select next C displays "Enter Check"
test

23 S enters instructions to S enters "Go to 2-17"
go to new page

24 C acknowledges choice C displays "Going to 2-17"

25 C asks S to select next C displays "Enter check"
test

26 S enters test number S enters "2.2" or "Examine fuel pump"

27 If incorrect, C provides C displays "No, you should perform check 2.1
correct test number, etc. first"

28 C displays "Enter check"

29 S enters "2.1" or "Check filters and lines"

30 C displays "No plugs or defects"

31 C displays "Enter check"

. 32 S enters "2.2" or "Examine fuel pump"

33 C displays "Pump does not operate"

* 34 C displays "Enter check"

35 S enters "Replace fuel pump"

36 C displays "No, you should go to page 2-101
first"

[After completing checks on pages 2-101 and 2-102]

37 S enters decision to per- S enters "Replace fuel pump"
form -some maintenance
action

38 C acknowledges choice C displays "Fuel pump replaced"
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TABLE 1. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 63BI0 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

39 C displays "Enter check"

40 S enters "Crank engine"

41 C displays "Engine starts"

42 C indicates whether cor- C displays "Good. You completed this problem
rect or incorrect and in 125 seconds."
scores performance

43 C returns to lesson C displays "Select lesson?"
selection step (Step 2)

After completing the problems, the HHC can store and display the
number of problems attempted, the number of errors and the type of errors by

*! system (fuel system, electrical system, etc.). This information can be used as
the basis of a game or contest among students.
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TABLE 2. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 44E30 COURSE

Course: 44E30 Machinist BTC

Lessons: Parts of EA-1, EA-2, EA-4, EC-16, EC-23, EE-2, G-1, H-1, H-2, H-4 and
H-5.

Applications: Drill and practice for basic math, metric conversion, use of
trig tables, shop safety, welding symbols*, nomenclature for tools, machines,
drills, threads, and gears

t*

Problem solving for shop math problems*, job estimate problems*
and layout problems*.

Job aid for guiding problem solving while at the machines (not
functioning as a calculator or substituting for use of the FM).

Training management for testing, and for diagnosing student
learning problems related to the referenced lessons.

- Will probably require reference to printed illustrations or problems.

44E30 Example: A student is working on shop math problems. The student is pro-
vided with a sheet of shop math problems, a sheet of formulae, the necessary FM,
and an HHC with preprogrammed and preloaded programs to match the problems.

For example, the problems might be:

1. Find the correct drill speed (in rpm) for drilling a 1/2-inch hole in a
stainless steel plate 1/4-inch thick.

2. Find the correct drill speed (in rpm) for drilling with a Number 35 twist
drill in forged steel that is 1/8-inch thick.

3. Find the correct spindle speed for cutting a 1-1/2-inch diameter aluminum
stock 4-inches long on a lathe.

4. Compute the tap drill size for a 3/8-16 UNC thread.

5. Find the major diameter for a No. 10-32 screw.

6. Compute the tap drill size for a No. 10-32 screw.

The HHC is used to guide the selection of the correct formula,
provide feedback on values being used (from problem statement or TMj, guide
arithmetic computations (but not perform the computations), and score the pro-
blem solution.
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TABLE 2. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 44E30 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

1 Student (S) turns HHC on

2 Computer (C) displays For example, the menu of lessons might be:
menu of available lessons 1 - Basic Math

2 - Metrics
3 - Use of Trig Tables
4 - Shop Math Problems
5 - Job Estimate Problems
6 - Layout Problems

3 S selects appropriate Suppose S enters "4"
lesson

4 C acknowledges choice C displays "You have selected Lesson 4"

5 C asks S to enter problem C displays "Enter Problem Number"
identification from sheet

6 S enters problem identi- Suppose S enters "I"
fication

7 C acknowledges choice C displays "You have selected Problem 1"

8 C asks S to select equa- C displays "Select equation"
tion from sheet

9 S enters equation or S enters "RPM = (CS x4)/D"
identification number

10 C indicates whether C displays "Right equation!"
correct or incorrect

11 If correct, C asks S to C displays "Enter CS"
enter value for first
variable

* 12 S enters value from TM S enters "30"

* 13 C checks and acknowledges C accepts values between 30 and 40
if within range and in C displays "What units?"
correct units S enters "rpm"

14 C asks to enter value for C displays "Correct, Enter 0"
second variable, etc.

15 S enters value S enters "1/4 inch"
C displays "Correct"

16 When all values have been C displays "What is CS x 4?"
entered, C asks for par-
tial solutions

17 S enters partial solu- S enters "120"
tions

18 C indicates whether C displays "Correct"
correct or incorrect

9



TABLE 2. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 44E30 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

* 19 If correct, C asks for C displays "What is correct RPM?"
final solution

20 S enters final solution S enters "480"

21 C indicates whether cor- C displays "That's right!"
rect or incorrect

22 If correct, C asks for S (Not applicable in this example)
decision (drill size,
machine setting, etc.) if
appropriate

23 S enters decision

24 If correct, C scores pro- C displays "You have 1 right out of 1 pro-
blems, displays results blems. Enter Problem Number"
and returns to enter
problem identification
step (Step 5)

Suppose the S makes a mistake at 20:

20 S enters final solution S enters "30" or other wrong answer

C indicates whether cor- C displays "That's not correct. Try again."
rect or incorrect

S enters "30" again

C aids S C displays "You must divide 120 by 1/4.
That's the same as multiplying by 4. Try
again."

S enters "480"

C indicates whether cor- C displays "That's right!"
rect or incorrect

C indicates results and C displays "You have 1 right out of 1 pro-
returns to Step 5 blems. You have made 1 errors. Enter Pro-

blem Number"

Advanced Lessons

Steps 1-7 as above:

8' C asks S for final answer C displays "Enter final answer"

9' S enters answer S enters "400" or other wrong answer

10' C indicates whether cor- C displays "Not quite correct. Let's check
rect or incorrect and (if how you got that answer"
error cannot be diagnosed
from the answer) begins
step-by-step mode of Pro-

* blem Solving (goes to
Step 8 in main sequence)

10
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TABLE 2. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 44E30 COURSE
(Continued)

After completing the problems, the HHC can store and display the
number of problems attempted, the number of errors, and the type of errors
(selecting formulae, looking up tabled data in the FM, arithmetic errors, deci-
sion errors, etc.). Some of this information can be used as the basis of a
game or contest among students.
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TABLE 3. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 45G10 COURSE

Course: 45G10 Fire Control Systems Repairer

* Lessons: Parts of A-5, B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4, B-5, B-6, B-7, B-8, B-9, B-10, B-li,
B14,B-15, B-16, B-17, B-18, B-19, B-20, C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-5.

Applications: Drill and practice for shop safety, electrical safety, basic
electricity, circuit analysis*, basic digital circuits*, logic applications*
and number system conversions.

Problem solving for circuit analysis and logic mechanizationproblems*

Training management for testing, and for diagnosing student
* learning problems related to the referenced lessons.

* Will probably require reference to printed illustrations or problems.

*" 45GI0 Exam le: A student requires reinforcement training on binary/octal/
*i hexadecima conversions. The student is provided with an HHC with preprogrammed

and preloaded programs to randomly generate a series of number system conversion
problems.

The HHC is used to generate and display the problems, adjust the
difficulty level to student performance (adaptive program), guide the problem

* solution, and score the answer.
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TABLE 3. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 45GIO COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

1 Student (S) turns HHC on

2 Computer (C) displays For example, the menu of lessons might be:
menu of available lessons I - Number Systems

2 - Decimal - Binary Conversion
3 - Decimal - Octal Conversion
4 - Decimal - Hexadecimal Conversion
5 - Binary Arithmetic
6 - Boolean Logic
7 - Flip-Flop Circuits
8 - Logic Mechanization Problems

3 S selects appropriate Suppose S enters "2"
lesson

4 C acknowledges choice C displays "You have chosen Lesson 2"

* 5 C generates and displays C displays "3(10) = __ (2)?"
initial problem (using
random number generator)

6 S enters answer S enters "ll"

7 C indicates whether cor- C displays "Right!"
rect or incorrect

8 C generates and displays C displays "101(2) = (10)?"
second problem

9 S enters answer S enters "5"

10 C indicates whether cor- C displays "Right!"
rect or incorrect.

If S answers three pro-
blems in sequence cor-
rectly, C increases diffi-
culty of subsequent pro-
blems. If S answers two
problems in sequence
incorrectly, C decreases
difficulty of subsequent
problems.

If S makes an error, C
repeats problem after 2
or 3 intervening pro-
blems.

13
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TABLE 3. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE 45G10 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

11 When many (10 to 20) pro- C displays "You got 19 out of 20 problems
blems have been attempted, correct. Very good. Enter Problem Number".
C displays results and
returns to select lesson
step (Step 2).

C stores S difficulty
level until deliberately
cleared. (This allows S
to extend lessons at latest
difficulty level.)

C stores problems missed
for instructor diagnosis.

After completing the problems, the HHC can store and display the pro-
blem difficulty level and percent correct score. This information can be used
as the basis of a game or contest among students.

14



C22

The most promising applications in the C22 course involve problem
solving for preparing orders, completing forms and performing exercises. Table
4 presents the potential applications identified and a detailed example of how
preparation of orders can be taught.

Priorities for Implementation

The potential applications identified in four courses reviewed during
the survey were ranked in order of priority for implementation for a feasibility

*test and evaluation study.

In rank ordering the courses consideration was given to (a) satisfying
training needs of the course and (b) providing a useful setting for a test and
evaluation study. This means that there must exist a substantial block of
instruction (not bits and pieces) in the course that can benefit from-introduc-
tion of an HHC for training. In addition, the student volume of the course
should be large enough so that number of participant students will not be a
problem in a statistical study. Finally, the applications should be generalizable
to other TRADOC courses.

The courses are listed below from highest to lowest priority:

I. 63B10 Light Wheel Vehicle/Power Generation Mechanic

2. 45GI0 Fire Control Systems Repairer

3. 44E30 Machinist

4. C22 Ordnance and Chemical Officer Advanced

The 63BI0 course has blocks of instruction devoted to troubleshooting
vehicle systems and has a high volume of students. Troubleshooting is a signi-
ficant part of many TRADOC courses.

The 45G10 course has a block of instruction devoted to basic digital
electronics. In addition, students in this course (concerned with computer
maintenance) would be motivated to use HHCs in their training.

The 44E30 course has blocks of instruction devoted to basic and shop
math. The HHC could be useful at the machines.

The C22 course has numerous problems and exercises. These occur
throughout the course, and require the development of large amounts of supple-
mental material (handouts) to implement training using an HHC.

15
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TABLE 4. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE C22 COURSE

Course: C22 Ordnance and Chemical Officer Advanced

Lessons: Parts of A2-10, A2-12, A2-14, A2-15, A2-19, A2-21, A3-2 through
A3-8, A3-10, A3-11, A3-12, B1-2, B2-1, B2-5, B2-7, D1-6, D2-5, D2-6, E-3, E-5,
l-2, l1-3, 11-6, l1-9, Il-ll, l1-12, l1-15, l1-21, 11-23, l1-40, 12-8, 13-5,
14-6, 15-2 through 15-8, 15-14 through 15-27, 15-31, 16-2, 16-3, 16-5, 16-6,
16-7, 19-8 (POI dated January 1930).

*- Applications: Problem solving for reading printouts*, responding to situa-
tions , solving managerial problems * computing requirements , computing wea-
pons effects , and analyzing reports

Inquiry for developing plans*, and completing forms*.

Games to practice estimating and computing skills*.

Training management for testing, and for diagnosing student
learning problems related to the referenced lessons.

•- Will probably require reference to printed illustrations or problems.

C22 Example: A student needs reinforcement training in preparation of Operation
Orders. The student is provided with a sheet containing order and plan problems,
an HHC with preprogrammed and preloaded programs to match the problems, partial

* information corresponding to each problem (but not in correct format or
sequence), and a set of blank standard forms. 4"

The student identifies the situation or problem, and then selects
the questions he needs to ask to get information from the HHC to complete the
form. The partial information provided for each problem obviates the need to
display lengthy pieces of information. Nevertheless, the student must identify
which crucial pieces of information (dates, unit designations, etc.) needed to
complete the OPORD are missing, and must determine where to place the available
information in the OPORD form. Extraneous information may also be present in
the information sheet provided for each problem. In response to the student's
questions, the HHC provides the requested information, or indicates that it is
already available in the information sheet. The student then indicates where the
information goes on the OPORD form. Upon completion, the HHC scores the solu-
tion, and, when connected to a printer, can print the OPORD, if desired.
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TABLE 4. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE C22 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example

1 Student (S) turns HHC on

2 Computer (C) displays For example, the menu of lessons might be:
menu of available lessons 1 - OPORD/OPLANS

2 - ADMIN/LOG orders
3 - SOP's
4 - Warning orders
5 - FRAGO's

3 S selects appropriate Suppose S enters "l"
lesson

4 C acknowledges choice C displays "You have selected OPORD/OPLANS

5 C asks S to enter problem C displays "Enter Problem Number"
*identification from sheet

6 S enters problem identi- Suppose S enters "1"
0 fication

7 C acknowledges choice C displays "You have selected DISCOM OPORD
Problem A"

8 C asks S to enter first C displays "Your question?"
question

.' 9 S enters question to S enters "What is enemy forces situation?"
obtain information not
available in the handout

10 C provides relevant infor- C displays "Annex A (Intelligence) to 25]t.h

mation or the location of Armed Division OPORD 26"
the requested information
in the handout

11 C asks S to indicate C displays "Placement?"
where in the OPORD the
information should be

*placed

12 S indicates location in S enters "Paragraph 1 a"
OPORD form

13 C asks S to enter next C displays "Your question?"
question

* 14 S enters question S enters "What is friendly forces situation?"

15 C provides the location C displays "See Note 3" (Note 3 in the hand-
of the requested infor- out contains a description of friendly forces

, *mation in the handout situation, but lacks certain essential items
of information necessary to complete Para-

' graph 1 b.)
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TABLE 4. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE C22 COURSE

(Continued)

General Flow Example

, 16 C asks S to indicate where C displays "Placement?"
in the OPORD the informa-
tion should be placed

* 17 S indicates location in S erters "Paraqraph 1 b"

OPORD form

18 C asks S to enter next C displays "Your question?"
question

19 S enters question S enters "When does attack occur?" (Appar-
ently Note 3 did not contain this needed
information.)

20 C provides relevant infor- C displays "100500 May"
mation

21 C asks S to indicate C displays "Placement?"
where in the OPORD the
information should be
placed

22 S indicates location in S enters "Paragraph 1 b"
OPORD form

23 C asks S to enter next C displays "Your question?"
question, etc.

. 24 When S has asked all ques-
tions he needs, he indi-

: cates placement if
remaining items in hand-
out. C indicates whether
additional questions need
to be asked and/or infor-
mation placed in the OPORD
form. C scores thb pro-
blem based on the nimber
of unnecessary questions
asked and the placement
of only relevant infor-
mation in the correct
paragraphs of the OPORD.
C displays the results,
determines if a print-
out is desired, and
returns to the problem
idenJfication step
(Step 5).

18
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TABLE 4. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN THE C22 COURSE
(Continued)

General Flow Example
When connected to a printer,

C will print out the OPORD
as prepared and sequenced
by S along with the pro-
blem number, the number of
unnecessary questions
asked, the number of irrel-
evant items of information
included, the number of
essential items of
information omitted, the
number of items incor-
rectly placed, etc.

After completing the problems, the HHC rin store and display the numberof problems completed, the number of errors, and the type of errors made. This* information can be used for diagnostic purposes by the instructor.

19
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DISCUSSION

Considerations Regarding the Choice of a Specific Device

New Devices

Since computer technology is an area of such active exploration and
* development, it is hardly surprising that new HHCs are being marketed regularly

and that little advanced information is supplied. Specifically in this case, two
significant new devices have become available in the few months since Part I of
this study was prepared. Tandy (Radio Shack) has announced the TRS-80 PC2, a
considerably enhanced version of the PCI. Several of the major limitations
(especially expandable memory size) have been improved, but no actual devices

* or detailed specifications are available at this time. The cost should be
about $280 and deliveries are promised in the second quarter of 1982. Note that

*. the table in Part I refers only to the older PCI.

Hewlett-Packard has announced nearly a dozen new peripherals which
enhance the HP-41C. A bar code printer and extra memory (4K) are the most
important additions for Army training needs. An important set of business soft-
ware was released for the Panasonic/Quasar. Although none is related to Army
training needs, the availability of such software opens the possibility that
Army units may acquire the device as an everyday tool and thus have it available
for embedded training applications (see section on piggybacking and embedding

* capabilities).

Memory Considerations

The size of the available memory remains a significant issue. In
general, nearly all microcomputer users eventually become sophisticated enough
in their needs and applications that they run out of memory space. Although
large memories may not be needed for a demonstration project, eventual useful-
ness of a device will probably be limited by memory size. Flexibility in memory
type can be useful, as well. Although pre-programmed ROM is optimal for long-
term, field-use delivery, the demonstration project would be advised to use the
more easily modifiable RAM memory. Later, a ROM could be produced by the manu-
facturer from the program stored in the RAM. Thus, ideally, large amounts of
both types of memory should be available.

It is true that many instructional examples (including those noted in
this study) can be programmed in a few thousand bytes. However, most of those
uses are not cost-effective if they stand alone.

One would not put a small drill-and-practice lesson on an intelligent
device: flashcards would be cheaper. Only if a large number of items were to
be learned and a sophisticated feedback paradigm were to be used would an HHC
be cost justified. Likewise, a simple simulation or problem-solving task can
be programmed on almost any HHC, but a job performance aid would be only a few
pages for such a task. Only for a complex, interrelated system could cost-
effectiveness result from an HHC implementation.
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To summarize, the availability of modular RAM and ROM memory in large

amounts is very important for choosing an appropriate HHC for training.

Display

Because the display is so limited on an HHC, it is important to
consider the types of training problems which need to be solved. Information
presentation via the HHC (e.g., a tutorial) is clearly impractical. The
matrix LCDs offers little over the segment displays unless one designs his own
characters or iconics. Iconics can be useful since they concisely "picture"

*T some piece of information. For example on a system which required temperatures,
humidity, angle, etc., to be entered, it might be possible to display each input
next to its iconic representation (thermometer, raindrop, pie-slice) on a single
line, rather than paging through several lines to review all input. Upper and
lower case letters are also important for some topics (e.g., chemistry: Co is
not CO).

Language

Since no HHCs have a CAI language (e.g., PILOT), it is clear BASIC will
have to be used. However, it is possible to use BASIC effectively if the devel-
opers have access to a library of CAI subroutines which emulate CAI commands.

Speed

For most CAI applications, computer speed is rarely a limiting factor.
Computation can and should be broken up so it is done as each input is made.
All the available HHCs appear to have adequate computational power for the kinds
of tasks envisioned.

Peripherals

Although the number and range of peripherals (other than memory, dis-
cussed above) may not be important for training delivery, they do decrease
courseware production costs. Furthermore, they tend to promote general accept-
ance by a large community of users with whom experience can be exchanged.

Logistical Considerations

The discussion of modes of use for a limited test and evaluation
study is clouded by "chicken-and-egg" problems. Some of the most exciting and
most cost-effective modes of use require considerable front-end investment.
For example, most HHCs could be interfaced to a large mainframe computer or a
central microcomputer. Such a system could store training materials and load
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them individually as needed into each student's HHC. Likewise, all results
from students could be fed by interface to the main computer for compilation
and long-term storage. Alternatively, for some HHCs, such data could be
centralized in the instructor's HHC. But for a demonstration program, it is
perhaps most feasible to use less automated means to disseminate courseware

_- and to record results.

In the long range view, it might be advantageous to issue trainees
HHCs which they carry with them during and after class. This would allow extra
practice to be encouraged in the manner that video games motivate users. For
the demonstration project, however, a simpler approach in which HHCs are handed
out by instructors at the beginning of class and collected when class is over
should provide an adequate test. Different devices would have different
sets of lessons preloaded.

User Acceptance

User acceptance by students is expected to be high because calcula-
tors and computers tend to be intrinsically interesting, high status items.
The "extra" features some HHCs have built in (e.g., the clock/calendar func-
tions) may offer a considerable distraction to students and this may lower
instructor acceptance. Further, during interviews with course instructors,
Battelle researchers noted continuing confusion in the minds of instructors
between calculators (which the school does not provide or encourage students to
use) and HHCs. This difference will be important to point out to instructors
during any demonstration project. Complicating this issue, and probably contri-
buting to a negative image of any HHC chosen, is the "calculator feature" built
into most HHCs. It would require a new ROM to eliminate this feature from the

.. HHCs -- a fairly costly step.

Instructional Applications Amenable to HHCs

HHCs offer certain specific advantages and disadvantages based on
their characteristics. The sections below discuss how such issues affect poten-
tial instructional uses.

Reasons for Using HHCs

The four main reasons for considering HHCs as an instructional deli-
very device are:

* portability

e capability for piggybacking or embedding training

* size

0 cost
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Portability. Portability of training is probably the best reason for
using an HHC. Though microcomputers are often called personal computers, HHCs
may be considered even more personal; they can be carried in one's pocket in
most cases and in a briefcase-sized compartment in all cares. Replaceable or
rechargeable batteries provide at least 100 hours of power. Thus, it is easy
to imagine never being without a computer more than a few seconds away. This
concept is so new, its implications are still not clear. What is clear, how-
ever, is that at least for some time few trainees are likely to have an HHC
bought for them by the U.S. Army. The Radio Shack PC2 may have and the Pana-
sonic/Quasar does have features of great use to high ranking officers. These
devices have a real-time clock, alarm, and message system which lets one set
multiple alarms for the future and attach a message to each. A user of this
HHC should never again forget a meeting, appointment, or medication. The same
device lets the user create and search files he has constructed: phone numbers,
"tickler" files, etc.

If an HHC is always with the user, the training applications are end-
less. Even with the more typical situation (HHCs that are not regularly car-
ried with the user), there are at least two good applications of the portability
capability of HHCs; field training and salvaged time. Often trainees must walk
around or be a passenger in a vehicle to perform their duties. In such cases
there may be a considerable advantage to a portable training system. Moving
great distances is not necessary: a lab or shop technician being trained to
perform a multi-step task in a large work area will find it much more conven-
lent to carry an HHC (plus a chemical flask, or a machine part) from work-
station to workstation rather than returning to a central, fixed CAI terminal
after each step.

*If HHCs were adopted by the Army for certain MOSs, wasted time could
be recaptured. Salvaging wasted time can, in effect, add one to four hours of
training time to a soldier's day. By carrying an HHC loaded with training
material, anyone who spends a lot of time waiting (e.g., a derrick operator or
a security guard) can regain time which is otherwise boring.

Piggybacking and Embedding Capabilities. Piggybacking training is
typically a sound and cost-effective concept whether the computer system used is
a maxi-, mini-, micro-, or hand-held. Because many HHCs have keys 't can be
reprogrammed for each application package, it is very feasible to place a key-
board overlay on an HHC which does Civil Engineering or aviation calculations,
exchange the read-only memory chip (ROM) so training rather than computation
can be done, and commence training. Easy access to and familiarity with the
computer tend to promote convenient training. The extra advantage of HHCs is
the range of subject matter which they are expected to have will expand the
range of training opportunities.

Embedded training is another capability which is feasible on other
devices, but which may find more applications with HHCs. Embedded training is

training which is an intrinsic part of a tool or machine (generally an "intelli-
gent" device). When an operator of the intelligent device uses it, it may sense
training is appropriate and branch the operator to a training routine. An
oversimplified example: if the user of an office copier pressed the "COPY"
button three times without inserting a new original, an intelligent copier
could surmise the user is unfamiliar with the multiple copy controls and provide
a short set of directions. Such a copier does not yet exist: intelligent
copiers exist, but they would use an internal microprocessor for embedded
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training, not a separate HHC. However, few of the existing machines used by theArmy are intelligent. To upgrade these devices without retooling, the Army or a

manufacturer may find it cost-effective to retrofit an HHC into a new or exist-
ing machines for monitoring and controlling purposes. Once this has been
accomplished, embedding training in the monitoring and controlling programs is
straightforward.

Size. Even when a power cord is not a disadvantage, the tiny size of a
HHC may offer advantages over a microcomputer. No doubt that is why an HP-41C
was chosen for use by space shuttle astronauts. Most situations requiring
miniaturization are related to moving vehicles and have already been discussed
under the "portability" heading; nevertheless, there is usually an advantage to
consuming less space: a desk with a HHC on it is less crowded than a desk with
a microcomputer on it.

Cost. Smaller devices have, in general, meant smaller prices. This
has been one of the reasons for the success of microcomputers. The HHCs now on

* the market list in the $170 to $250 range. The Panasonic/Quasar lists for $500-
$600. These prices are very low; however, as with microcomputers, peripherals
can raise the price to nearly $2,500.

Reasons for Using Other Media

The portability of HHCs places severe constraints on the keyboard and
display. No pocket-sire HHC has a keyboard on which one can easily touch type, 0

although it is barely possible on the Panasonic/Quasar. A standard-size key-
board would limit portability considerably. Some HHCs use an ABCDE-format key-
board with a 10-key numerical layout which may be easier for some types of users
to operate. However, no matter which HHC is considered, it is clear that enter-

* ing large amounts of information is slower and less desirable on an HHC.

The same constraints that make the keyboard small limit the size of
the display. Information presentation in the traditional mode of a CBI tutorial
is not practical. It would be practical to use other portable media (e.g.,
printed matter) to provide background information, rules for simulation and
games, etc., and to perform the interaction on the HHC. Within the space con-
straints of the display, the dot matrix screen provides much more flexibility
for generating graphics and user-designed characters. For reasonable graphics,
however, a flat TV image is needed. Animation of the existing displays is
limited by the speed of the microprocessor and the persistence of the LCD dis-
play.

In conclusion, it is apparent that the tradeoff between small size
(for portability) and large size (for better keyboards and displays) is not
clearly resolvable via technological advance. Battelle believes the severe
display constraints will restrict the CAI role of HHC at least until voice in-
put and output capabilities are added. We feel that initially HHCs will be
used in those cases where mobility of the training device is paramount.
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Instructional Strategies

CAI on any type or size of machine is often found to be most accep-
ted and cost-effective when the computer is used for the "high level" (a la
Bloom) types of instruction (inquiry, problem solving, simulation, etc.) or
when large data bases are used (e.g., foreign language training). These
techniques cannot be accomplished via other media.

Individualized instruction has also been found to produce consistent
cost savings, and sometimes increased effectiveness. The Army is increasing
the use of computer-supported delivery systems in selected training situations.
Use of computers in the resident training environment is also increasing.
Thus, computer managed instruction (CMI) may provide appropriate situations
for implementing HHCs. The development of a CMI capability for an HHC, how-
ever, is a considerable investment and many of the feasibility concerns for
CMI on an HHC can be satisfied by a study of CAI feasibility. Thus, a test

* and evaluation plan of CMI for HHCs is not recommended at this time.

Compelling Instructional Uses for the HHC

The first uses of HHCs for instruction are likely to be similar in
some ways to the first uses of large computers for instruction -- but for
different reasons. Years ago the first CAI instruction was often concentrated
in math because math is so easy to program. On HHCs, mathematical topics are
especially promising because the inputs and outputs are very concise and thus
are not constrained by the limited display capabilities.

Examples of uses where an HHC makes an outstanding contribution to
instructional services should not be expected at this time in standard MOS
school courses. Over time solutions have been found for most training needs or
these needs have been "buried" by the structured nature of tule training. For
example, experienced automotive mechanics can use engine noises and other
sounds to troubleshoot mechanical problems. Since these sounds are difficult to
produce and control in a learning environment, they are not usually included as
part of the course objectives, and alternative troubleshooting and preventative
maintenance techniques are established. Eventually, the need for auditory simu-
lation of various engine noises for training is forgotten. Sound synthesizers
capable of simulating engine noises are now available, but the "need" no longer
exists.

Probably one should expect to find the best examples of HHC applica-
tions in non-traditional settings: exported training, skill maintenance train-
ing, games for off-hours use, etc. Many of the applications could come in
places where little or no training is currently provided. For example, an HHC
could be provided on the job where a soldier is required to use a large number
of acronyms or part numbers.

These more expansive uses of an HHC may be impractical for a demon-
stration project, but they should be kept in mind for the long range. Further-
more, such uses might prove to be so popular that evaluations would be flavored
with the strong emotional reaction to the HHC, not the rational, fact-based
reaction which would be more generalizable.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations for Training Developers on Use of HHCs

AlLough HHCs have not been applied to Army training needs and tested
for effectiveness, a number of recommendations can be made, based on analogies
to other CAI applications and the characteristics of available devices.

First, HHCs do not appear useful for delivery of initial instruction,
due to their display limitations. They do appear useful for delivery of rein-
forcement (supplemental) or remedial training. Inputs and outputs must be kept
brief, and references to student handouts will often be required to circumvent
the display limitations.

Second, the availability of large amounts of modular ROM for the
device chosen is important.

Third, applications that capitalize on the HHCs size and portability
or that use the HHC for piggybacking training will be useful.

Fourth, applications that involve drill-and-practice on a large (%IOO)

number of items, that involve adaptive difficulty, or that involve branching,
* will prove useful on an HHC. Applications that involve complex problem solving,

* graphics, or complex response judging will prove difficult on an HHC.

Tasks to be Implemented

Two courses with different types of applications should be chosen to
demonstrate the feasibility of using HHCs for enhancing training. These
courses should be the 63BI0 course (troubleshooting using TM's) and the 45GIO
course (basic digital electronics). Sufficient material can be programmed for
each course to provide a test and evaluation of HHCs for enhancing training.

* Hardware Availability and Appropriateness

Many of the commercially available HHCs can haidle the applications
identified. All have extra features that are not needed for training. Extra
capabilities (e.g., memory) may be needed for initial applications, to accom-
modate multiple applications, or for conducting a test and evaluation study.

The Panasonic/Quasar HHC appears capable of handling all the applica-
tions identified. The HP-41C'and the TI-59 are most suitable for math
problem solving and math drill and practice, as found in the 45G10 and 44E30
courses. The Sharp/Radio Shack PCI and Pinetree have insufficient memory
capability for most applications.

If two courses are chosen to demonstrate the feasibility of using
HHCs for enhancing training, the Panasonic/Quasar HHC would make a good choice
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for the 63BI0 course applications, and the HP-41C would make a good choice for
the 45G10 course applications. The HP-41C's recently announced peripherals
and its comparatively large quantity of existing software (for example, an
algorithm for number system conversions) make it more attractive than the TI-
59 for this application.

Conduct of a Feasibility Test and Evaluation Study

A feasibility test and evaluation study is recommended to evaluate
the effectiveness of HHCs compared to traditional modes of supplementing train-
ing. Two courses and two different devices should be chosen to provide a
range of device types and course applications.

The applications should be refined and programmed in consultation
with subject matter experts for each course. After programming is completed,
several devices of each type to be used in the test should be procurred and
used in a pilot test.

A detailed feasibility test and evaluation study plan should be
developed for the HHC segments of the courses. This plan should include the
conduct of a pilot test and full-scale tests to evaluate the effectiveness of
HHCs. Among other matters, the plan should describe the source of control
group data for the test.

Finally, sufficient HHCs should be procurred for the test, and the
test conducted.
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